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NORTHWEST HEA:S UP! 
Actions against Earth destroying industries have increased 

dramatically in the last three months in the northwest United 
States leaving corporations fearful, legislators scrambling 
to create hate crime legislation and green anarchists cheering 
it on. Just a day after the new year, the Earth Liberation 
Front (ELF) kicked off this latest round of resistance to 
deforestation and other forms of earth rape by burning down 
the offices of Superior Lumber in Glendale, Oregon. 
According to news reports, fbur ' inceridiary devices 
were used to torch the building leaving behind a dilapidated, 
burnt shell. Superior is well known 
to environmentalists in the North
west who have fought them on 
such controversial sales as Deer 
Mom and Bear Paw. In addition to 
their helicopter rental program 
(used for spraying herbicides and 
fertilizer) they recently bought 11 
sales on BLM land and will be 
cutting 17 million board feet. 
What is inspiring is that the ELF 
did not make any claim that the 
action was against any specific 
project but against the existence 
of the company as a whole. Just a 
week after the fire, many different 
environmentalists were visited by 
the FBI! ATF, some of whom coop
erated by speaking to the media. 
Here is the COmnlUnique from that action which cost the com
panyroughly $800,000 in damages: 

"We torched Superior Lumber in Glendale, OR on January 
I, Superior Lumber is a typical earth raper contributing to 
the ecological destruction of the Northwest. What happened 
to them should shock no one. This year, we hope to see an 
escalation in tactics against capitalism and industry. While 
Superior Lumber says, 'Make afew items, and do it better 
than anyone else, ' we say, 'choose an earth raper, and 
destroy them'. 
ELF 
Earth Liberation Front " 

During an "environmental law" conference in Eugene in 
early March, the ELF released a communique taking respon
sibility for spiking trees in a controversial timber sale in the 
Umpqua National Forest. Using a tactic not often employed 
and disavowed by liberal elements of the Earth First! move
ment, the ELF drove spikes and nails into two units of the 
Judie Timber Sale, just 30 miles from Eugene. Here is the 
communique: 

"Llnits 6 and 8 of the Judie Timber Sale in the Hardesty 
Wilderness Area (Umpqua 
National Forest) have been 
spiked. Also, all survey 
stakes have been pulled 
and destroyed 0Iz" the road 
cutting into Unit 8. We 
inserted 60-penny nails 

'and 8 and 10 inch spikes 

Due to the Earth Liberation Front Press Office's continued 
support for the ELF and direct action, they were raided on 
April 5th. ]\gents from the FBI, BATF, and Oregon State 
Police conducted a six-hour raid of the home, business, 
and vehicles of Craig Rosebraugh, Leslie James Pickering 
and Elaine Close. In addition to seizing hundreds of items 
of property from the above locations, Craig Rosebraugh 
was served a subpoena to testify before a federal grand 
jury on April 18 that has convened in Eugene, Oregon . At 
approximately 6:00am, Rosebraugh was pulled over in his 
vehicle by a Portland Police Officer claiming the stop was 
due to a broken taillight. After 30 minutes FBI agents 
approached the car and delivered copies of the search 
warrants to Rosebraugh. 
At the same time that Rosebraugh was pulled over, agents 

began the raid on the personal residence in North Portland 
where both Pickering and Close were present. After 
Rosebraugh and the vehicle he was driving were searched, 

rr~~~~::=~~~==::==~::~Zil Rosebraugh was taken to the 
Calendula Baking Company 

both high and low in the trees 
to prevent cutting of this native 
forest. This Salvage Rider sale 
threatens the Laying Creek 

where the FBI proceeded to 
break through a window to 
gain access. A four hour search 
and seizure was conducted at 
this site, while at the same time 
a six hour search was occurring 
at the residence. Upon leaving 
the bakery and the home, agents 
seized hundreds of items of 
property including computer 
equipment, phone books, videos, 
literature and other items. 

Despite the continued 
harrassment, the ELF Press 
Office appears to be hanging 

in there saying that the raid will not have a negative impact 
on the work they do at the ELF Press Office and that it hs 
made them more determined. They do need our support 
and are specifically looking for donations of cash and 
computer equipment needed to put out their magazine, 

Resistance. 

watershed which provides ..... I2:.!C ...... . 
water to the nearby town of 
Cottage Grove. Scarred early in the century by fire, this 
vibrant forest prpvides habitat for rare plants, tree frogs, 
and elk (which we saw herds of during our excursion). 
All responsibility for worker safety now lies with the owner 
of the sale, Seneca Jones Corporation and their accomplices, 
the Forest Service. Cancel this sale immediately. 
ELF 
Earth Liberation Front" 

Continued on page 9 ... 

THE EZLN IS NOT ANARCHIST: Or Struggles at the Margins and Revolutionary Solidarity 
(from Willful Disobedience #7) 

"In a future revolutionary period the most subtle and 
most dangerous defenders of capitalism will not be the 
people shouting pro-capitalist and pro-statist slogans, but 
those who have understood the possible,point of total rupture. 
Farfrom eulogizing IV commercials and social submission, 
they will propose to change life - but to that end, call for 
building a true democratic power first. If they succeed in 
dominating the situation, the creation of this new political 
form will use lip people's energy, fritter away radical 
aspirations and, with the means becoming the end, will 
once again turn revolution into an ideology. " 

- Gilles Dauve 
The current restructuring of capital and its global expansion 

intrudes to an ever greater extent in to the lives of those on its 
margins . Peasants and indigenous people in non-Western, 
so-called "third world" nations, who have maintained some 
level of control over their subsistence up to now, are finding 
themselves forced to leave their lands or conform their 
activities to the needs of the world capitalist market simply 
to survive. It is, therefore, not surprising that movements of 
resistance against the various aspects of capitalist intrusion 
have arisen among these people in many parts of the world. 

The West Papua Freedom Movement (OPM) is a movement 

of indigenous people (many of whom continue to live as they 
did for centuries before any colonial powers arrived) against 
their Indonesian rulers is quite clear about refusing "modem 
life" - that is, the state, capital and everything that industrial 
civilization imposes. Or as they have said in communiques: 
"We want to be left alone!" But this is the one thing that 
capital and the state will never grant. Although the OPM 
has sent delegates to demand talks with the Indonesian 
government, the West Papuans are increasingly aware of 
the futility of such negotiations. Recent communiques talk 
increasingly of fighting to the death if necessary. After all, 
succumbing to the intrusion of capital would mean their 
spiritual death in any case. Their clarity about what they 
do not want has probably played an important part in 
guaranteeing that this movement, though armed, has 
never developed a separated military body, but rather 
has fought using methods traditional to their cultures. 
On the other hand, they have not completely escaped 
the ideology of nationalism, or at least its use in an 
attempt to have some credibility before world opinion. 
Still, this movement stands for having very few illusions 
about what the civilized social order and its institutions 
have to offer. 
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Another struggle at the farthest fringes of capitalist expansion 
is that of the people ofBougainville, an island about fi ve miles 
west of the Solomon Islands, which has been under the 
rule of Papua New Guinea (not to be mistaken for West 

. Papua) since 1975 . The people of this island were pushed 
to revolt when CRA, an Australian subsidiary of Rio Tinto 
Zinc, installed a copper mine, causing hundreds of locals 
to lose their homes, lands and fishing rights, as well as 
destroying much of the jungle. The mine expanded until it 
was a half kilometer deep and seven kilometers in diameter. 
Protests, petitions and demands for compensation proved 
ineffective. So in 1988, a handful of islanders stole explosives 
from the mining company and began to destroy its structures 
and machinery. When the Papua New Guinea (PNG) 
government sent in its armed forces, the Bougainville 
Revolutionary Army (BRA) was formed to battle the 
PNG military and their Australian advisers . Armed only 
with homemade guns, dealing with a total blockade of 
the island by Australian boats and helicopters and largely 
ignored by the outside world, the people of BOligainville 
have nearly achieved autonomy. A peace process began in 
1997 and those PNG soldiers still on the island have been 

continued on page. 7 ... 
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pr g IS. ew 
age has b en ret r 

Green Anarchy! 
It has been almost a year since GA#l came off the press, one's life as far as possible here and now, it doesn't deal 

and it's come a long way:Now it is about time to try to much with the specifics--and with good reason, since that 
define what we are and where we want to go. In the past should be dealt with by each individual and group of 
our focus was too vague and dissipated, ranging from comrades in terms of their desires and proclivities. 
primitivism to the diggers to social ecology. While the Nonetheless, it is important for us to examine how we 
term "green anarchy" is very broad, we do not feel obligated, can go about creating our lives now in a way that can 
nor do we desire, to include every end of the spectrum in this sustain us and our revolt, while recognizing that every 
paper. It is time to get serious and take a critical look at project for survival that is not based in active revolt against 
ourselves and each other. the society which gives economic survival priority over 

For at least the next several issues, Green Anarchy will the quality of life remains a part of this world. Thus it is 
be published by a recently formed collective and will essential to develop projects of long-term mutual aid and 
hopefully be able to reflect the diversity of thought and self-sufficiency, networks for meeting our needs and desires 
perspecti ves that exist here in the Eugene area. Although which reduce our dependence on the capitalist/industrial 
everyone involved in the new GA collective has been death culture which suffocates us all, and which provide us 
strongly influenced by primitivist theory and are sympathetic with the time and energy to attack it with all necessary 
to the primitivist critique of industrialism and civilization, force. 
we have no desire to be labeled "primitivist" and accept the We hope GA can be a voice for those who have a similar 
ideological restrictions on free thought that often go along anti-authoritarian and anti-industrial perspective, one that 
with this particular strain of anarchism. We're personally is lacking in the often dry and unoriginal North American 

'ng a little sick of primitivist rhetoric (especially in anarchist press. If you want to contribute articles, opinions, 
this town), and while we'll continue to make use of graphics, or "good" poetry, plel!Se contact us. 
primitivism as a critical tool, we feel we need to move Why we love Chaos. 
beyond it, as it's already in the process of becoming a' In previous issues of GA, there was some ques~ion as 
religion to many people. to anarchy's relationship to chaos. The GA collective 

We do feel a lot of affinity with primitivism on the issue can agree that while the dominant cUlture's version of 
of civilization and we hope that future issues of GA will chaos is one of conflicting order and meaningless carnage, 
put forth a strong anti-industrial and anti-civilization critique. we actually see the organic and dynamic nature of chaos. 
We hope to simultaneously incorporate an insurrectional It is true freedom. It is harmonious. It is violent. It is life. 
anarchist critique and methodology, which is vital as we It is anarchy. It is. 
teeter on the edge of ecological collapse. Insurrection, of Why we want to distance ourselves from Social Ecology: 
course, is not free of its own rhetoric and contradictions, Another issue that we wish to clarify is the relationship 
but the insurrectional current within anarchism has of this paper to the social ecology movement, which in 
an inspiring history and is full of numerous examples our opinion, is antithetical to basic anarchist concepts of 
of individuals who have seized their freedom through self-determination and autonomy. Anarchy is not about 
violent rebellion. We are seeing a revival of interest in the submission of the individual to the "democratically 
the insurrectional anarchist tradition, because collectively elected" political authority of mayors, city councils or 
we realize our time is running out. Besides, why should "federations". We do not see social ecology as a liberatory 
we ever accept anything less than total freedom and not force in the world and we will oppose it as vehemently 
desire the destruction of any barrier which keeps us from and forcefully as we oppose any form of democracy. The 
it? current GA collective does not acknowledge social ecology 

Insurrectional anarchism, however, deals mainly with as a philosophical influence on our politics in any way, and 
methods of how to go about destroying the present society. in fact, regard social ecology as a "system in waiting" 
While clearly advocating doing all one can to take back that we will do nothing to endorse or promote. Cheers! 

For those who would like to submit an article or letter, our Summer 2001 deadline is June 18th, 2001. 

THE WORLD SOCIAL FARCE 
(from· Willful Disobedience #7) the marchers to choose who wilI direct the march or what 

As cops brutally drove protesters back from Davos, the details of its continuance will involve mean anything 
Switzerland, using state violenceto prevent demonstrations when the basic n;ality remains the same, with an end that 
in the vicinity of the World Economic Forum, ·12,000 is guaranteed: death in the fullestsense ~ of creativity, 
"representatives from citizens' groups" met together imagination; joy and wonder, and ultimately of our 
in Porto Alegre, Brazil to develop an "alternative" to physical being as well? In reiility,cbatter about citizens' 
the economic model of· the WEF. This conference, participation and more democracy is an absurdity in a world 
called the World Social Forum, was organized by various in which more and more people are pushed from their 
parties (including the Partido dos Trabalhabores that holds homes and pushed into undocumented migration in the 
power in that region of Brazil) and organizations. As is attempt to survive (thus, finding themselves excluded 
typical of the left, the WSF sought to draw groups from from citizenship and "humanity" as recognized by the 
across the radical and liberal political spectrum (and even state) precisely by the actions of the democratic states. 
succeeded in drawing a few anarchist and autonomous Attempting to make the present social order more just 
groups to participate). Thus, their rhetoric was as bland and more ecologicru is equally absurd when one considers 
and noncommittal as their practice. Speaking of creating that it must expand in order to survive and such expansion 
a different design for globalization and developing means the increasing dissemination of the poisons 
strategies for laying "the foundations for a fairereconornic necessary for economic production, the increasing 
model," the forum as a whole emphasized "more citizen spread or misery, disaster, and death. In light of the 
in vol vement," and "more opportunities for democratic present conditions of existence, the World Social Forum 
participation" in the global economy. While a few was a farce. Alternative methods of exploitation and 
dissident voices (mainly from the anarchists and domination guarantee the destruction of any life worth 
autonomes who made the mistake of at,tending this living as surely as the present forms do. Ultimately, 
forum) called for the end of capitalism, itis clear that nothing short of the total destruction of the present 
the primary thrust of this forum was, in fact, SOCial order can put an end to the death Itiarch 
to find a way to preserve the present social thaf is our civilized reality, and all those v.:tio 
order in a more humane and democratic seek to merely restructure the methods by 
form, to pre;erve the trajectory of capitalism in which this death march advances are as much I 
a way that will allow' more people to actively my enemy as those who presently direct it. 
participate. Anarchists and revolutionaries would do well 
, Butlet us con·sider: is a·death march ' to avoid being taken in by such absurdities as 
continuing'·l:Jecause .we've eradkated the World Social Farce. We have better things 
whips and cattle. pto'dsT Does·the' right to do. 

~--------~------~ page 2 Green Anarchy 

SLEEVE REPLIES TO 
"THE REAL JOlIN CONNOR" 
AND THE GREEN ANARCHY 

COLLECTIVE 
I feel that it would be pointless and counterproductive to 

conduct an extensive analysis of "Connor's" rant and the 
Green Anarchy editorial postscript in issue #4.Certain key 
factors of the entire exchange call for rebuttal and/or 
observation, so here goes. To be charitable, "Connor" 
flagrantly extrapolates many of my "beliefs," in order 
to make it easy to attack them. Let's take just one example 
from his very long rant. I say (GA #2) that I think anybody 
doing anything at all against the system should be cut some 

. slack. I say this in the context of a meditation on what the 
fuck "green anarchy" actually means in praxis, and in the 
midst of an implied critique of ideological purism. "John" 
concludes that I define green anarchy as anybody doing 
anythirig at all against the system. There's a lot more 
examples, but I have faith in our readers to go back and 
compare. 

"Connor" does a great job of attacking the straw man· he 
sets up. The trouble is, not much of it corresponds to things 
I actually said. Except, for some reason (dare I guess 
homophobia?), there are numerous eX'tremely derogatory 
references to the article in GA #1. The points made are 
good ones -- sexual liberation should flow from individual 
desire not politically proscribed practice -- but once again 
the interpretation of my words says a lot more about 
"Connor's" fears and insecurities than it does about my 
writing or my arguments. The lecture on punk aesthetics of 
negation falls flat when he gets Greil Marcus' name wrong. 

Unfortunately, some as yet unidentified part of the GA 
collective chose (for "reasons of space") to cut the editorial 
defense of me that folks will (hopefully) read this time 
around. Because of that, people kept coming up to me in 
Eugene and saying ''I just want you to know that that editorial 
in GA was reaJ.ly FUCKED UP." When I was fmally able to 
get anold of it, I wasn't that upset. There are people in 
Eugene who won't work with me? Of course. The same 
would be true of any person in any healthy community, I 
would hope. One of the best things about anarchist ideas 
is how they enable people who disagree to find common 
ground and muturu respect, which can include disengagement. 

For a really good treaunent of the destruction vs. creation 
debate that I attempted to address in my essay in GA #2, I 
suggest readers tum to the excellent Killing King Abacus 
zine for Penelope Nin's ''In Defense Of Nihilism" (available 
from 41 Sutter Street, PMB 1661, San Francisco, CA 94104). 
My point, in the end, would be that the anarchist milieu, 
and primitivism especially, wastes too much energy 
denouncing good people on the wrong side of whatever 
theory and practice is considered "most insurrectionary" at 
the moment, as opposed to simply living that praxis. Nin's 
article addresses this issue as well, and reading Doris 
Lessing's Prisons We Choose To Live Inside never hurts. 

Still, something a.bout the overaIllevel of nastiness, pointless 
waste of space, and "insurrectionary" posturing in that "article" 
and its postscript ended up bothering me. In a way, it proves 
one of "Connor's" points: that American anarchists are too 
deferential to imagined authorities in the movement. This 
is borne out not only by the apparent sense of obligation 
on the part of the GA staff to print "Connor's" piece, but 
by the way the final version of the editorial afterward goes 
out of its way to try and appease "John," lest he write 
another long attack that the hard-working editors will also 
feel obligated to print. In spite of all this, I thought #4 was 
the best Green Anarchy yet, and have high hopes for the 

mag. in the future. . Love, 
Sleeve 



ANARCHIST EPISTEMOLOGY 
By Pendleton Vandiver 

Anarchism, as a political philosophy that is roughly 200 
years old , is a product of modern Western society. This 
makes many of the assumptions underlying anarchist theory 
worthy of scrutiny by anyone who considers it to be her 
project to undermine, overthrow, or destroy modem Western 
society, in other words, anyone who considers herself 
an anarchist. Since anarchism is a philosophy that points 
beyond itself, anarchist epistemology will always be 
problematic. This is because the anarchist goal, as I see 
it, is not to install a new political system called anarchism; 
rather, the goal is to promote anarchy. Anarchism is an 
expedient which, is employed in promoting anarchy, and 
as such tends to recoil upon purists and systematizers who 
seek to craft an ultimate anarchist theory .. 

Classical anarchism is increasingly being called. into 
question because it accepts toq .many of the assumptions 
of the dorninantculture from which it sprang. For this reason, 
the root of the various problems with classical anarchism.is 
an epistemologicalo,ne, Anarchists are ~ecoming more and 
more suspiciop.s, !f not .downright hostile, toward ic!<1as 
which seek to eliminate. ,the tr~ppings of political and 
economic power while leavjng intact the . mechanisms 
of domination which allow this power to thrive. 
The industrial .system is no longer seen as a benign 
engine of progress,which needs to be placed in the 
hands of the workers,Anarchism, in short, is becoming 
green, and this simply means that it is becoming 
global, it is addr~ssing the totality of life, not juSt .. 
inhabiting a cordoned-off political sphere, because 
it cannot afford to leave oppression any place to hide, . 

Anarcho-primitivism is an example of this tendency 
within anarchism. It is not merely political structures . 
that are called into qllestion by primitivists, but 
fundamental forms ot'huma'n communiyation and 
categories of thought. Plimitivis~ is ar~dical ;critique 

in that it seeks to identify the roots of oppression. John 
Zerzan's writingS areparticularly. probing in th~t they 
exp,lore the supposed origins of alienation and social 
stratification' in.th~ (usually taken for granted) 
categories of time,' Language, ,num,ber,,)lrt and 
agricultu.re· .. 

The primiti vist critiqu,e is veryimportant, and Cl\l1IIot " 
be ignored by anyone with a green ru:ll)[Chist orientation. " 
Yet there are vex,ing contradictions in much primitivist 
theory, which seem to result from a lack ofconsideration 
of epistemology. The proponents of this philosophy Pl.\f-
port to call intoqu'estion civilization . in total. A 
Primitivist Primer by John Mqore calls anarcho-, . 
primitivism a shorthand. t~rm for arac:jical current . 
that critiques the, totality .of civilization from an 
anarchist persp~tive, yet they mostly place them-
selves fmnly within Westemscientific d.iscourse with 
their reliance on \lnthropological data. If .anarcho-. 
primitivis'm were pii.marilyan immanent critique, . 
exploring the aims :and methods of civilization in ' 
order to show that they are incon~ist~nt with .one , . 
another, perhaps it could afford to reiy upon a persp~tive 
that is supplied to it by Western science. But anarcho
primitivism is purporting to tell us how to go outside of 
civilization, and the outsi<;ie that is being posited is totally, 
qualitatively other. The fact ~hat this :othir i's bejng defined, 
from top to bottom,by the very institutions that are beini 
called into qUlfstionscarcelyseems to perturb ~narcho- . 
primitivist theorists. . . . . . .. ., . . 

The juxtaposition of uncompromising purism and naiv.ete 
that is revealed in much primitiVist writing is often jarring, 
even shocking. A quote from Zerzan's Elements of Refusal 
is emblematic of .the unacknpwledgeq irony that pervades 
much of the anarcho~primitivistc;ritique:~' In fact, [primitive] 
life was lived Ina continuous present, (12) underlying the 
point that historical. time is not inherent in reality, but an 
imposition on it.",It does not matter what source that little 
number 12 is asking us to consider. After informing the 
reader that this undemonstrable assertion is a "fact", Zerzan 
duly provides a footnote to prove it! That the assertion 
may in some sense be true, I do not wish to contest. The 
point is that an entirely unscientific, indeed anti-scientific, 
stance is being dressed up in academic attire in order to 
give the entire proceeding an air of rigor and methodological 
legitimacy that can only seem congruous to the superticial 
reader. The thesis itself, that time is the primal cause of 
alienation, is worth considering, and indeed Zerzan is a 
wonderful writer who often says important things. Yet 
epistemologically, we are getting into hot water when we 
simultaneously challenge the very existence of civilization 
while accepting its methodology and its conclusions. 

Indeed, the entire primitivist project is saddled with 
the unfortunate onus of a purist theory that is riddled with 

impurities it does not even seek to address . The primitivist 
tendency to valorize nature over culture is naive because it 
forgets that culture necessarily defines nature. The definition 
of nature as anything that is not culture is always going to be 
useful to power, because it equates nature with everything 
that is already subjugated and offers its opponents the 
opportunity to identify themselves with the defeated. This 
is a suckers game, and provides the necessary conditions 
within which an unwittingly loyal opposition can form 
around the most ostensibly radical critique. To completely 
oppose civilization as it defines itself is to grant it hegemony 
over everything it claims as its own. If we wish to destroy 
Civilization, we should also seek to define it on our terms
~hjch an anarchist epistemology would se~k to provide. 
::'Primitivists have hitched their wagon to a star, and it 

wouid behoove them to look at the trajectory of t~at stM if 
tHey want to' see where they are headed. Thirty years ago, 
aHthropologists painted a very different picture o(what 
p~irniti've life was like; thirty years from now, ihepi~t4re i,s . 
also' likely to look different. In that case, the 'entir,e soci<:tl 
philosophy of anarcho-primitivism willlikewi'se change: 
ijow can a critique which purports to, be so radi;cal ; allow 
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itself to be compromised by direct intimacy witht./1e ~ery, 
iristiMions it claims to oppose? Unless primitiyist theory 
confronts the question of epistemology, it will not remain 
a.vital force in anarchism. . . . ; 

;: Wha~would a truly anarchist epistemology Ipok like? ~ . 

suspect that an anarchist epistemology would be an 
epistemology of desire. By this, I do not riiea~ ~hat w~ 
shou'ld seek to completely instrumentalize knowledge;. 
dysire always springs from an idea of what is, and I have 
no lise for an epistemological stance that says, "what I want 
to be true, is therefore true." I simply mt<an that, as 
a"i'larchists, we know what we want; this does not, cannot, 
d~pendon scientific fads and societal whims. While it is 
certainly possible that our desires themsel ves are socially 
constructed, to invalidate them because of this possibility 
would eviscerate the anaxchist critique to the point of irrelevance. 
Therefore, I submit that there are basic, bedrock truths 
without which anarchism would be unrecognizable. Thes~ 
arenot necessarily truths about the world, but they are truths 
about anarchism. 

,All anarchists want to live as freely as possible. This is 
unequivocally true; to be an anarchist, it is necessary to 
have this goal. This is a foundational truth from which any 
other anarchist theory has to proceed in order to be an 
anarchist theory. This is not to say that it is necessarily 
true that freedom is the goal of human existence. Rather, 
what I think is evident is the more modest.c1aim that there 
are some modes of thinking which can properly be labeled 
anarchist., and some which cannot oe accurately so-called. 
Anarchist thinking is, by definition, primarily concerned 
with the goal of freedom. Of course, what this means in 
practice is somewhat ambiguous, but as a general goal this 
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is an immutable truth about anarchism. 
Secondly, to the extent that anarchy is in any sense green, 

we want to live in a manner that is sustainable , both 
ecologically and socially. Since the institutions and 
practices that cause massive ecological destruction have, 
until now, also been involved in suppressing human freedom, 
this second statement should in no way conflict with the first, 
although it is not logically inconceivable that a situation 
would arise in which it did . If this were to happen, it is 
entirely possible that an anarchist would decide to forgo 
freedom in favor of sustainability, but in doing so he would 
not be acting as an anarchist. In other words, even if 
someone does not consider anarchism (which, as I noted 
earl ier, is an expedient) the most appropriaie response to a 
situation, he should acknowledge that what he is advocating 
is not anarchy if it dOes not create a situatiori in which we 
can live as freely as possible. 
. Although anarchism values freedom over sustainability, 

it d~es not see the two as conflicting with one another. A 
free.life sho~ld be asustainaple life, because people acting 
as free individuals are not involved in' institutions which 
a,I:e inherently oppress'ive as.well as destructive. But to say 

. ' that~narchists valu~ freedom oversustainability is to 
say that we value quality over quantity; after all, the 
most sustainable worl<;lwouldprobablyconsistentirely 
of ~icroorganisrn's.Indeed, aworld utterly devoid of 
lif~ wo~ld be the most sustainable ofall. The word 

""sustairyable" is always used in a context, and always 
has to refer to something we want to sus·tain. Therefore, " 
freedom is valued over sustainability because it is tht< 
condition we consider to be worth sustaining. 
. The implications of this for ' anarchist eplstemolqgy ·· 
a~e as follows: no matter what sour<;:,es our information 

.. , comes from, our goals do not emanate from those 
sourc~~ or from that information. TheI:efore, anarchy 
is not what West~rn anthropologisis tell us it is. For 
instance, if ant~ropOlogisis suddenly decide that foraging 
bands were extremely patriarchal after all, anarchists will 
n9t reviseth~i;'vi~ion of an~hy to include patriarchy. If 
something Jike tl:tis'happens, anarcho-pf:imitivists will · 

. be force? \0 e~ttie~ drop the anarcho- prefix, or drop 
the -primitivist suffix, because patriarchy isincompa~ible 
with anarchy, We Iqtdwthis, bt:ca\lse we know 'whM i ~ i!l". 
that ~e v;.a~,t This is ~hat I mean by an ~pistemology 
of desire. KnOWledge witlJout meaning is simply data, 

. and meaning is k,nowledge informed by desire. This ' 
definition of meaning is crucial, because it is my 

, I , c9.ntenti9~ tha,t \lny othe~ ,defi~~ti.~!l\ViJl, le<l;d, to. 
authori ,tarran consequences. .. . 

. . .' We all r~ly on varioussourc~s to give us informati~n 
· about the world. An anarchist epistemology does not 
· declare scientific sources invalid a priori. We should 

be perfe.ctly willi~g to use this type of in~ormation as 
· .a tooi-Yet if anarchy is complete'ly 'icie~tified with a 
~iey, of an epoch in human <?~isten~ that belongs to 
o-ne:bistorical'phase of Western science, then imarchism 

has become an il)tegral part, not just of civilization, but of 
one particular phase of c~vilization .thirty years. This is a 
serious lapse in anarchist thinking, anc\ it is directly 
attributable to a lacko£. con~ern with epistemology. 

It is difficult not to suspeFtthat, if '!"Ie allow our desires ' 
to. be channeled into a prepackaged scientifjcpicture of 
utopia, we are buy'ing another co~modity being peddled. 
to uS)JY Western ,civilization. To completely identify 
everything ;;'e want with one specific (pre-)historical 
epoch is to miss the point of anarchy and su~cumb to mere 
nostalgia; worse,llo~talgia for a past that is simply an 
abstraction. We; want to live our own livesas freely and 
sustainablyas possible, not to accept some social model 
that has been concocted by anthropologists. Whatever the 
specific sources of our information, an anarchist critique 
net;ds to employ an anarchist epistemology in order to avoid 
subordinating its agenda to that of Western science, or to 
any other institution. 

The guidelines for an ana~chist epistemology .that I have 
suggested are very broad, perhaps even vague. I feel that 
this is necessary because, although, the process of interpreting 
knowledge is Complex, we should keep a few general principles 
in ffiind when doing so. If I were to give a specific epistemo
logical theory, it would no longer be an anarchist epistemology. 
For anarchists, it is above all the desire for freedom that allows 
kno~ledge to be coherent and empowering. 

Stay:tuned for OUT next issue, when 
. ·we· "iscuss aruzrchist 
antidiSestablishmentarianism. ' 
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STUCK IN THE MUD OF IDEOLOGY: 
A Response to "Stick It to the Manarchy" 

From the first word of "Stick It to the Manarchy", it is a lot of questions both tactically and in terms of principles, 
obvious that we are not dealing with a critique, but with an these are not questions of toughness or machismo; they 
ideological construction with a not so hidden agenda. This are about communication among individuals in affinity 
word is a neologism under which the authors place a variety groups and in larger groups, about real solidarity in the 
of different altitudes and behaviors that are actually midst of a concrete situation of revolt, about having it 
separate and individual. The term "manarchy", like the together to have each other's backs when we choose to 
term "feminazi", clarifies nothing and isnothing more than take to the streets in these repressive times (and at all times 
an ideological evasion of the necessity of critique, carefully for that matter). To blame the man who found himself 
avoiding the examination and aJIalysis of specifIC matters deserted in the face of the cops for feeling deserted and 

. that is necessary to move our struggle forward, because to accuse him of machismojs a c1assiccase of blaming the 
this would bring up too many difficult questions; better to victim. His statement is not divisive nor an attempt to. 
construct an artificial concept through which to view declare who can and can't be in the Black Bloc; it is a . 
everything, because then we'll always have an answer, realistic expression ofthe risk involved: if a person lakes · 
an explanation that proves that what makes us unComfort- part in a Black Bloc, she/he is risking being beaten or 
able is always wrong. Such apathetic way to go about imprisoned. To deny this or try to hide it is irresponsible. 
justifying one's fearful avoidance of revolution. In fact, this is true not just of the Black Bloc, but of any 

The Rock Bloc Collective (RBC) then go on to define form of participation in a demonstration, particularly in 
"manarchy" in such a way that no self-respecting anarchist the present repressive atmosphere. The RBC's implication 
could possibly support it, and yet write about it throughout that openly saying such things is macho or elitist is not 

. the article as if it were an ideology that certain anarchists convincing. It seems to have little to do with fighting 
put forth. This projection of a non-existent ideological machismo and a lot to do with not wanting to face the 
mindset onto a disparate group of individuals, attitudes and reality of the increasingly repressive situation in which we 
behaviors guarantees that - no matter what legitimate basis are struggling. 
there may be for some of their complaints - the RBC will The members of the RBC tell us that they are "all white 
be unable to carry out a real and usable critique. Rather and coming from economically privileged backgrounds". 
they will filter everything through their ideological con- (This latter is reinforced by their obvious enrollment in a 
struction and leave us with a ridiculous whine that comes small, private college.) This may explain their arrogant 
across as an attempt to denigrate an uncompromising presumption in declaring what the feelings and attitudes 
revolt that they are not prepared to carry out. Why not that underlie other people's actions are and in setting the 
rather say what their limits are and act on that? Intelligent limits of possible action for those less advantaged than them. 
anarchists carry out their revolt in accordance with their It most certainly explains their view of radical activity and 
capabilities and do not judge those whose capabilities revolution as essentially a form of psychotherapy. They refer 
differ. But there is a bottom line: in the methods of carrying to direct action and the Black Bloc as a tactic ''for 
out their struggle, anarchists do not compromise or negotiate empowerment" and speak of "working to build a world 
with the ruling order. This is what distinguishes anarchists where people are empowered and loving." (emphases 
from liberals, reformists, socialists and communists. It is the added). This is all very nice, butl2-step groups talk about 
basic anarchist principle that the ends for which one the same ideals and present no threat whatsoever to the 
struggles already exist in the means by which one carries present world. As I see it, revolutionary direct action is a 
ou tone's strugg Ie. means toward the destruction of the present world of domination 

Here, we can begin to understand the meaning of the and exploitation. Ailil my aim is to build a world in which no 
concept of "no compromise". Of course, "within a capitalist one can be dominated or exploi ted, because the practice of 
system, we all must compromise" (emphasis added). That uncompromising, self-determined revolt has made everyone 
is precisely why in the context of struggle and revolt, where indomitable and uncontrollable. Asking permission, nego

life in this society. For this reason, I can recognize their 
potential as sincere comrades in the struggle to destroy the 
social order, but that potential can only be realized in 
uncompromising revolt against all domination and exploitation. 
I have known solidarity precisely in terms of who will have my 
back when I take the risks necessary for taking back my 
life. Those. from economically privileged backgrounds, 
those who.actu·ally have a place in this world as it is, have 
a choice in this malter~ When thCy use gender issues and 
abstract conceptions of Solidarity as an excuse to backaway 
fiom real revolt; they an: in fact choosing to refuse solidarity 
to'those of us who will not baCk down, because the fullness 
we demand from life depends on it_ It is obvious that when 
push comes to shove; the RBC cannot be trusted to have 
my back. . . 

A critique of the Black Bloc is, indeed, in order, but "Stick 
it to the Manarchy" fails completely as a critique of anything. 
The subjectoftheircritiqJJe is merely an ideological construct 
in their own heads, a moral high ground on which they stand 
to condemn those immersed in a struggle for their Jives . 
With existence becoming ever more miserable and precarious, 
I consider it irresponsible for those anarchists who are not 
themselves prepared for total revolt against this world to 
argue for pacification. This world needs to be demolished. 
When do we begin? 
Wolfi Landstreicher; venomousbutterfly@onebox.com 
To check out the full text of Stick It to the Manarchy, 
see the March 2001 A-Infos archive @ www.ainfos.caJen 

WHAT I BELIEVE TODAY 
compromise is not compUlsory, we would do well to hold tiating, compromising with our rulers cannot bring this end I believe that the current state of human civilization is killing 
onto that shred of dignity that is left to us and refuse to about So the refusal of compromise is not about self-sacrifice. the planet. 
petition, compromise or negotiate with the ruling order. It is the very opposite: taking back one's life as far as one is I believe I will see radical changes in my lifetime - for 
When I say "no compromise'~ this is precisely what I meab: capable and acting to accomplish one's aims and to better or worse, I don't know. 
in a world in which my life is perpetually compromised by destroy the world that stands in the way of our self- I believe that actual reality is much larger than our 3-D 
social conditions beyond my control, I will not compromise determined existence against all odds. perception and our senses. 
my attempts to overturn those conditions by negotiating with Unlike 1he members of RBC, I am nor from an "economi- I bel ieve in magic. 
or petitioning the state or the ruling class. In this way, I ' caIIy-priviJeged background". My parents were working class, I believe that we all have to get our shit together after having 
retaio..some dignity, some self-determination and some and throughout my adult lifel-have been. by-ihe·standards of been totally fucked over by this society, this culture, and this . 
genuine life at least in the realm of my struggle against the state. quite poor - though my preference for freedom civilization. 
Ihis order. And this uncompromising struggle is the only from a job has had something to do with this, ·1 have also I believe that we all have incn:dible potential as individuals. 
way 10 achieve our ends against an enemy so much greater pursued this preference without having wealthy parents or · I believe· in the power of music to transform minds, save 
than us. It is important to realize that the refusal ofa trust fund to fall back 00. Contrary to the. thoughts of . lives, and mend hearts . . 
compromise, is a negative propI)SiLion ~ that is. a proposal .. ' these four well-kHIO college studerits, those of us who are WI believe in the radical possibilities of pleasure, babe" 

. of. whatlWI. to do. if we wish.:to"lllai~aaamus"" ~aUy. clisadVaDIaged" .oon'. ti'etover not.having . (K~ HannalBikirii KiD) ' . . 

. principles .~. not an . affmnative .:progiam~of ""hat to do.' . .moneyfor' a lawyer. The thlal of anatis Ii aormaI part of . I-bClieve i~' being honC:st, even when it hurts. 
~refore; anarchists in all SOI1SofeconOmic,..sociai and .. · our lives,. bec:ause some- level of illegal!ty is. bound to be J believe that our current perceptions of gender are 

. . pbysicalconditions,auund do tduse.~while ' paIt otour lives 10 supplement OUT incomes - and since inadequate to express the depth of human experience, '. 
canying outtht·sons ofactioas'wbiclLlheir~,:.~_ the:.cops.;ia.faca.. do DOl treat us sO well, arrest is likely " and in fact are dualislic-and' iimiting. 
situations and propensities aI1ow. The ~ of COilipluitlise . enough soOner or later. ]n such .a context, why would ).or I believe in the power Qf communicaaion. 
mORe'S ~~iul_a'dogma.a.&~ ",-derisiml:rmore:;< odIers ·of:·myela.uobe more .fraidi~our revolt fora I believe in separatisin, of all kinds. but donotpers6nally 

. specifically ,a decision to e"ercise :lelf~~in>' _fullneSs of'.life. than. we are in our activities for surv·iva1? likeittoomuch-•. 
the one area in which we can in Ibis Society ,......,that of the ' Why would we hold back? The truth is .tbatit ill generally I believe that fucking shit up is a very important thing to 
struggle to destroy it the more privileged - likelhose inRBC - who cailfor'do at times. . . 

Sadly the ideological blinders through which the RBC compromise; who get the permits, negotiate with the pigs I believelhat the people who "run" this society are· 
view these matters makes their . attempts at critiquing andplay all the nauseating reformist games that guarantee profoundly evil. · 
specific situations fail, because these matters are turned the continuance of1he world ofdomination and exploitation, "I believe that the society in which I live is a patriarchy . 
into supports for their ideological constructions. Thus, a the world that fucks me over (yes, this is personal). Why? with power concentrated in the hands of men, and that this 
possibly tactically unwise altempt to break through a Because they have something to lose if this world · falls, patriarchy actively prevents Women from becoming free and 
barricade in Boston during the presidential debates there and they have the means within the present society to build complete human beings. Women are oppressed by being 
is not examined in terms of tactics, analyses of the situation "a space that is empowering, accepting, inclusive, accessible, denied access to economic resources, political power, and 
or principles, but is simply labeled "tough" and spoken of in communicative and community oriented:' People in my control over their own reproduction. This oppression is 
tenns of the alleged ·more-radical-than-thou attitudes of position - near the bottom of American society - managed by several institutions, chiefly the family, religion, 
those involved in the action. It is necessary for the RBC to cannot afford to do this. Our only choice, if we wish to and the state. An essential part of the oppression of women is 
speculate in this fashion in order to make the situation fit live full and intense lives is, in fact, to rise up against this control over sexual ideology, mythology, and behavior." 
into their conception of "manarchy". This speculation about world - and that does mean risking (though certainly (Pat Califia, Public Sex) 
the underlying feelings behind other people's actions and trying to avoid) prison or worse - just as so many of our I believe that it is time for men to actively question their 
words continues in the so-called critique of the man at the survival tactics do. When you're at the bottom, illegality gender privilege. 
Black Bloc meeting who said: "If you're not willing to and prison are not an abstract question . They are part of I believe that hate is always a dead end, but that anger and 
take a hit. .. and you're not willing to go to jail, don't your reality. direct action can be a key to unlocking doors (literally and 
march with the Black Bloc." While the situation in which The RBC taJkof solidarity. Whatever their "economic privi- figuratively) that would otherwise remain closed. 
he found himself isolated, confronting cops, certainly raises lege", they also suffer from the alienation and emptiness of - from the zine Made Explicit 
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A AINSTTHE 

~t\S ULINIZL TI N 
OF MILITA -2\" 

Ther.: uoesn ' t s em to he a plac fOf -ll'oug. ilitJll l 
fe ales in t h l s'~o r l d , f co urse , the Ill, torical and 
notabh. till doininonll i~w of women I~ th II ,lr :uhlliis
iv-: c;c;uturcs 'fila ciI[1nol thill k vI' act or thcmsdve5, ]n 

mort! !'Cecn saciJI mo \ cm':lI t ~ , wom C:!l lcnU t ha c b Cl' ll 

reI ' a;'lted to Lh' ~lenial "runt work and bchind-thc-S.;cne~ e 0 

aClivil ic:. while mC1 1 provide the talking heads for the 111(; -

J ia (corporate arid Independent) and fight on til so
called "fronl l{n cs" of ac tIon, All of lh 's has been cri
tiqued and si\id Gct'ore. However~ ~ ery little is sa id 
abOUI the m,ilitani, 'a c~i ve , llnabashcd ly assertive fe~ 
male, ' 

She me ts muci; critic is'm, not only from closed
minded men, but also fromw~men who be li eve s e is 
"male-identified."'The ideatnat she is the way she is 
merely beca~~e ;sh~ id.e'lltifie~ more with the " mascu
line" than the "feminine" is' absurd. Rights to identify 

J ' ' • • • " . 

with and exhibit~ucht.raits as ~ggressiveness and mili-
tancy (commonly ' associated with masculinity) hilVe 
been handed tom,e.n qn a .silverplatterby both sexists 
and "feminists" rinke, and. cpnsequently, both men and 
women who tend towardtl1<;Se traits are often condeinned 
by those so-called "femmists.'" 

Too often, anarchist groups and collectives are dorili
nated by the archetypal an~chist: tbe aggressive, white 
male. While women are usually in1.'olved on some level. 
men play tne ,pron\inent role,S. "Feminists" harshly cri
tique ,these groups for not allowing a woman to have her 
voice, to playa larger role. It is often the case that some, 
if not many, of these men are sensitive to what a woman 
has to say, but the woman must take her opportimity to 
be heard and to act. Mencan-ti-y day ,and night to get a 
woman to do more, to say mor.e, hut unless she does 
try and risks being ignored or marginalized, how can 
men be blamed for the woman's failure to act? Men 
should be attentive to a woman's opinions and contri
butions, but it is not their responsibility (nor should it 
be!) to coax things out of her; this is patronizing, at 
best. It is her choice whether or not to act on what she 
thinks. 

Radical women , especially anarchist women, should 
be proud of their assertiveness. They should exercise 
and expand it daily. It is inherently passive - a typical 
trait allowed to women by sexists - to not speak or act ' 
until encouraged by a man. Hence, it i.s ludicrous to say 
that men should do so to avoid being sex'is!. Men shou'le) 
listen to women and' give them as muchconsidenitio~ 
as any other person, but they shouiCi riot be semi-para
noid caretakers, constantly prompting tlie p6br; 
margirialized woman for input.Wo!men should take, not 
wait to be given to. ' ... '. . 

Some. recent "feminist" critiques of anarchism fia:/~ 
condemriedrriilitancyas being sexTs( iarid no~-'inch'\'
si ve to women. It waS ciilimedthat the on-.tliecsireets, ~g~ 
gressive behavio~ of black bloc members - such as 
property destruction 'and confrontingtIie'p)gs- is sex
ist because it excludes women. This, idea is actually ' 
the sexist one. IfJst~ad'of c'o'noemriing ]jlaCI~ bloc ' men 
and ignoring hiack bloc women, both 'womein aIld riien 
who want to fight'ihe front lines sh6~ld be welcome' and 
encouraged to do'so, whi'leChose (m~le and female)~wiio 
do not feel comfor't~ble 't3~jng such risks 'can' engage in a . 
variety of other actl'vities. ., ,... , . , ' " .' 

Anarchists should be able and willing to pi:citect them- , 
selves as weil· as others in tnelr community. AnarChist 
women should at least learn the basics of self~defense 
in order to protect themselves. Rega'tdless 'o(gender, 
all anarchists in a community should be prepared tei physi ~ 
cally protect each other. Another flaw-ridden :"feminist" 
idea is that men should always be at tIle ready to protect 
women, but women protectirig men is conven'iently for~ 
gotten. It is a d'iscredit to women to intimate that they 
cannot assist in physical pr<!tecilon Of themselvesq~ oth
ers . 

In the current barrage o("[emiriist" opinions, most fo-' 
cus tends to be' placed on men and wilY they are "bad," 
while the true issue 'falls by the y,'a'yside : anarchists 
should work within their communities to firid ways to 
accommodate, appreciate, and work with all types of 
personalities in women: The so-called "feminists" do no 
favor to their gender by denouncing militant women. As 
in any revolution,men will not be the only "warriors;" 
women will also be physically fighting against oppres
sion. 

OLIC ,., 

YET _4NOTHER DAY OF MASS A .. CTIO 

s~ itzerland - Un Ltnuary 27th. prmesl.:f. were turn 'd 
b.ld, by poliL \\ h;;n they ;ltlcn pt 'd to ge l tll Dn '0" lei 

prull'l>t and Ji rupl the meeLing f th Worhl E 'onomie 
Forum . III re ponst:, people bloc dads anJ rail lin's and 
h at , curit 
pe r S t l n L I . 
S 'veral hUII

ui-cds of peopl'! 
\>.;ho II.' ' rc . ent 
back to Zuri h 
rioted; br ing 
wi'ndows, 0 cr
tu rn ina aarbut.l'c ... c b e 

containers , and 
burni'ng car s . 
Dainage was 
' ·mqssive" . 

In D a vo s, 
S~ iss , police 
mounted 'th e ir 
biggest security 
op e,r a ti o n in 
dec ades to try 
to preven t pro
te s tefs from 
di s ruptin g the 
conference. All 

Pig maintains 

week, Swiss authorities stopped suspected demonstrators 
traveling to Davos and turned back many people at the 
Swiss border. The police tactics drew strong criticism from 
some of the 36 grassroots groups invited to take part in this 
year's forum. 

"Davos has become a 'fortress' with ominous consequences 
for the future of global dialogue. n several of the groups said in 
a statement. They said their participation in future forums 
would depend on the organizers' willingness to support 
gatherings on the streets . 

Claude Smadja. managing director of the World Economic 
Forum, defended the authorities' tough response. 
"They decided to break the law. They have to assume 
the consequences," he said. 

After the Davos demonstrators dispersed, protests broke 
out elsewhere. . 

In Zurich, around 150 demonstrators skirmished with 
police during a march through the central shopping district, 
throwing rocks, setting cars on fire, and breaking shop 
windows. Police used water cannons, tear gas and 
rubber batons . ' . ' 

Later on Saturday, up to 1,000 protesters were reported 
to be congregating near the railway station and :-vere met 
with poke firing tear gas and rubber pellets.' 

In Berne, police detained two people after agr~up , of 
about 1.00 demonstrators against the World Econorpic 
ForI.imthrew bottles and stones and damaged parked 
cars: .. ' , ,'" . ' . ',-' 
, ' , In Landquart, a town in the flatla.nds below Davos: 
poi iCe used tear gas to breaku'pabout 300 demorts'trators 
;";ho"ha'd been prevented froni heading for Davos. They 
briefly blocked the tracks before boarding a trainfor~urich. 
4 .' Iii Geneva, about 200 demonstrators tried to 'get into 
.: :. .. .. . 

the Work rrauL Organi/.ati HI .. It.:Jd4uarter . \l/ll.:n 
Ire 'cOleu , rlwy pra -puinlc,1 anti-WTq ·(,1ganson the 
..... :t1ls of the ou 'lu ' n!! 

In Madnd, a large demonst rati on of nbnu r 5-7000 
people too k 
piai ..... tocoin ide 
. i h'lhc'.l1ti-

, bPltlllis d /T\ 

n~lru t i()II ' 

ag:ti Tl~t' th 
Worlcl lXonoin i -
Pnrtrm. W h il e 
ma n p ' b ple 
elected to take 
tl1 free · tral ns-

, . frotn :Ba'rcc lona 
. alld 'l'a'rti ~ ip'ate 

in 'the ;cha'os in 
S wi'izerl a n d . 

. many pe6ple 
were on hand in 
Mad ri d. T'he 
dem'onstrationl 
m'archl fi'e st a 
was aimed at 
showing solidmity 
with anti-capital-

ist protesters around the world and in Davos, and to show 
solidarity with immigrants and refugees around the world 
who are being faced with more increasingly fascist laws. 
A manifesto was read out in support of the immigrants 
fighting against these laws and another manifesto by a group 
of immigrants who occupied a building. The march proceeded 
with music pumping and chants, such as the ever popular 
(and all too true) Policia! Assassina! (police are killers) . 
At the flllal destination, the party continued for another 
hour or so and grew into a larger fiesta at a m'ain plaza in 
the busy shopping district of downtown. 

While it is encouraging that people are responding to 
the consolidation of global power in militant ways, it is 
becoming more and more predictable and less and less 
effective. The message of how urgent the situation is and 
how fundamental change must be is beginning to be 
co-opted by those who wish to use this new momentum to 
reform the current structure, As the police response in Davos 
shows, they are ready for these days of MASS ACTION© 
and will SHUT DOWNTM the cities before we get to trash 
thein. ' TIiatis why we must be more creati vewith our 
resistance (and i don't rnean rriore puppets !). While mass 
actions stiil have a place in our struggles, theyriiuy have 
reached th~point of becoming 0I11y'[001s of outreach, in 
which' we tan "get our m~ssage out" to thelarg~r pUbliC. 
There is lillie hOpe of th~m oecoining ~.ue directat tibn. 
Urban insurrection is still aVltiil component 'to revolutionary 
str'uggte"bu('ii ~usrpesporitane()'us ·arid.·t '6rtle from our 
e'motlonS' ahdpassions, lik'e'in ZuriCh. What ismos( vii~1 
ili:this time, however; 'j'St'he spreading of a'nti~~~th6rifarian 
andaIHj~industrial'ideas coupled withtihdergrQunddirect 
action. ' ,,' , . ' : ' . ' " 

. . Cl;lrs"burn in Zitri~h 



Ecological Revolution Flourishes on Bougainville 
Indigenous resistance to Australian nlining 
"We now understand and have seen with our own eyes 

the destructive effects of the copper mine operations on 
our land, our environment, our society and our culture. 
The mine will remain closedfor the rest of our lives " 

- Pang una landowners, 1992 

With a population of only 160,000 Bougainville has 
managed to close and keep closed one of the biggest copper 
mines in the world. Despite having to fight the Australian 
(PNG) army, they have held their ground for twelve years 
with antique guns and home made guns made out of water 
piping and planks. 

At the Freeport mine in West Papua heavily armed state 
soldiers patrol the outskirts of 
one of the worlds largest mining 
operations. The mountains are 
laid waste, the rivers polluted, 
whole ecologies decimated and 
the indigenous life is destroyed. 
Meanwhile the coffers of the 
British mining corporation 
RTZpIc swell. 

On an island off the eastern 
side of Papua the story used to 
be the same. In 1969 a RTZplc 
copper mine was forcibly estab
lished on Bougainville. From the 
beginning the island's people 
resisted . News footage of 
women fighting with riot cops 
over survey pegs received interna
tional coverage. In Bougainville 
women are the traditional land
holders; land is passed "from 
woman to woman". To put it 
lightly, on this occasion it was 
clear their land was not being passed on in the traditional 
manner. The building of the mine saw 800 villagers landless 
and another 1,400 without fishing rights as land was seized 
and rainforest destroyed. The subsistence life of gardening 
and fishing was destroyed. 220 hectares of rainforest was 
poisoned, burned and bulldozed. 

After 20 years the mine had grown to a huge crater half a 
kilometer deep and nearly 7km in circumference, creating 
over a billion tones of waste. This was dumped into the 
Jaba River valley creating a wall of waste hundreds of 
meters high, turning one of the islands biggest river systems 
bright blue. 

In 1988, after two decades of ignored protests, petitions 
and compensation claims that Bougainvilleans had had 
enough. A handful of islanders stole company explosives 
destroying electricity pylons, buildings and machinery. By 
using guerrilla tactics they succeeded in closing the mine . . 

Until the war broke out in 1988, the mine accounted for 
45% of all Papua New Guinea's total export earnings. With
out these earnings PNG is going bust. PNG, with the assistance 
of Australia, responded by sending in the military. State 
soldiers strafed villages by helicopter. The Bougainville 
Revolutionary Army (BRA) was formed to defend the land 
and people from further exploitation. Ten years of war followed. 

PNG herded people into 'care centers (concentration 
camps) and enforced a medical blockade on the island. 
10,000 -- one in 16 -- Bougainvilleans died in the conflict. 
Against the odds, despite being heavily outgunned the BRA 
succeeded in keeping the mine closed. They pushed the 
state soldiers off most of their island and forced a peace. 
The land of the mine is slowly regenerating. The people 
have returned to their age old subsistence agriculture. 

In both cases West Papua and Bougainville, the London
based mining corporation RTZ colonized and destroyed 
the land, its animals, its plants, and its peoples. In both 
cases when the people resisted, Western funded and armed 
state soldiers waged war on them. In both conflicts the same 
London based mercenaries were employed to attack the 
indigenous people. In West Papua the soldiers that directly 
confront the people march under the flag of Indonesia. In 
BougainviUe they march under the flag of Papua New 
Guinea. Military elites in Jakarta (Indonesia) and Port 
Moresby (PNG) may command the troops but they in tum 
are commanded by global corporate elites. Multinational 
corporations do not respect borders, and neither should the 
resistance. To understand West Papua, one has to realize 
that West Papua and Bougainville are different battles in 
the same war. 

After the Second World War the US elite gave each 
region of the earth a specific role for the expansion of 
its capital. The Pacific region was to be used primarily for 
basic resource extraction and export. Along with the dictator 
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Suharto one of the founders RTZI Freeport mine in West 
Papua was Henry Kissinger, global manager and US Foreign 
policy guru. 

The following fifty years saw mines and oil exploration 
spread over the entire region. The homes and lands of countless 
indigenous peoples have been destroyed. The Bougainville and 
Papuan situations are very similar but there is of course 
one major difference. In West Papua despite occasional 
assaults on the mine, the indigenous have until now lost-
on Bougainville the indigenous have been victorious. Why 
did they win when Papuans have not? 

Bougainville has three advantages that West Papua does 
not have. Firstly, though Australia has pumped money and 

aid into the PNG military it is still a minor power. For 
domestic political reasons it would be impossible for 
Australia to directly intervene rather than through a proxy 
state. Indonesia on the other hand is a geopolitical super
power with hundreds of thousands of troops at its disposal 
plus bucket loads offoreign aid. Taking on PNG/Australia 
was always going to be more realistic than taking on Indonesia. 

Secondly, Bougainville is culturally part of the Solomon 
Is lands and for that reason the Solomon's government 
turned a blind eye to aid boats etc. leaving across the straits 
to Bougainville. While not supporting the BRA the govern
ment was not about to start launching waves of arrests and 
offensives against BRA sympathizers within its territory. 
The situation for West Papuans in PNG is very different. 
Though tens of thousands have sought refuge across the 
artificial western created border they have not always found 
it. OPM (Free Papua Movement) training camps in the 
mountainous PNG border area 
have long been used in the 
struggle. The last year alone 
reportedly saw 5,000 go 
through basic training, (what
ever that means in an army with 
very few guns!) However, the 
PNG military has occasionally 
cracked down on them, with 
sporadic jailing ofOPM activists. 
Only this month PNG arrested 
one of the OPM longest fighting 
and most respected guerrilla 
leaders, Mathias Wenda.l1e and 
13 others have been charged 
with entering PNG illegally and 
raising an illegal army. The 
border area is very remote and 
this combined with the state of 
the over stretched and collapsing 
PNG army (a factor the OPM 
can thank the BRA for) has 
insulated them against what 
PNG would have liked to have done years ago. Increasingly 
PNG is turning a blind eye to Indonesian operations within 
its territory and has begun serious cross border co-operation. 

The third factor, which has helped the BougainviUeans, 
is the contemporary nature of themselves as a people. 
Bougainvilleans are smaller in population that the Papuans, 
but this is balanced out by the level of organization and 
mobilization possible in a people who share a common 
culture. Papuans on the other hand represent 25% of all 
languages on earth, a major stumbling block to organizing. 
A small amount of Bougainvilleans also have knowledge of 
basic technology having worked in the RTZ mine. Francis 
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Ona, main commander of the BRA and the person who 
organized the initial attack on the mine, was himself a mine 
engineer. This level of cultural exposure to modern 
technology has helped them to fight a guerrilla war. 
They can use radios, make guns, run vehicles, set up 
waterpower generators to run their village workshops. 
They can use dynamite. The BRA has used the abandoned 
RTZ mine as a supplier of all they need to fight the PNG. 
Bougainville really is a recycling revolution. In contrast 
what makes the West Papuan cultures so precious, their 
literal Stone Age way of life, is a major barrier to their 
military success. OPM has never gone beyond its traditional 
fighting style. As they say themselves the OPM is dominant 
in the jungle but without modem weaponry they can never 
drive the Indonesians away from the mines and oil fields . 
What BougainviJIe shows most clearly is that "Independence" 

within the global capitalist system is practically meaningless. 
The people of PNG despite being "free" are still at the 
whim of the same mining corporations as their West Papuan 
brothers and sisters . All over the pacific indigenous people 
confront the same attacks from state and capital. 

When PNG launched its last two operations to wipe out 
the BRA ('96 and '97), activists from the EF! Network in 
Britain took action. They invaded and paint bombed RTZ's 
London HQ, forced the Australian embassy closed for a 
day and demonstrated outside the PNG embassy. While 
the peace holds there is little need for solidarity actions . 
However, PNG/Capito] may try to gain control of 
Bougainville once again . More action will then be needed. 
West Papua and Bougainville are different battles in the 
same war. For this reason supporters of the OPM should 
mobilize if the BRA is attacked. 

The tenacity of Bougainville's self-described 'ecological 
revolutionaries' has been an inspiration both to western 
radicals and Pacific indigenous groups . Against the odds 
they have shown us that 'powerless' people can win. With 
determination and the right tactics and technology they can 
defeat multinational corporations and modern armies. We 
can only hope that more peoples around the world will as 
the PNG saying goes 'do a BougainviUe' . 

.············.···w 
• "It does not matter if we are regarded as primitives .• 
• The struggle to free West Papua is not to take away. 
• one government and then replace it with a new gov- • 
• emment. We do not want to administer ourselves [to] • 
• the capitalists 'profit making' . It is a struggle. 
• between modern society and tribal people. It is a • 
• struggle between an ecologically harmonious life and. 
• an environmentally exploitative one." • 

-- From OPMlTPN Communique 1/29/99 • • •••••••••••••••••• 



THE EZLN IS NOT ANARCHIST ... continued from page 1 

confined to their barracks. An independent governing 
authority has begun to develop - certainly to give 
credibility in the eyes of the states of the world to an 
autonomous Bougainville - and this will likely have a 
negative effect on the reconstructing of the community and 
the environment, making it easier for Bougainville to be 
drawn into the world economic order. As was said in Terra 
Selvaggio: "The history of rebellion is much too full of 
liberators who transform themselves into jailers and radicals 
who 'forget' their programs of social change once they've 
seized power." Nonetheless, the small dimensions of the 
island combined with the absence of any urban centers 
makes the process of construction of state power difficult. 
And the determination of the people not to allow the mine 
to reopen is their best protection against.the expansion of 
capital on the island. 

While the indigenous people of West Papua and 
Bougainville have not really yet been integrated in to the 
capitalist market at all - giving them certain advantages 
both in terms of clarity about what they have to lose and in 
terms of knowledge of the still mostly wild terrain on which 
they fight - other indigenous people and small-holding 
peasants who were already involved in the market economy 
to some extent, but have maintained some real control over 
their subsistence, are now seeing this last bit of self
determination eaten away and are responding. 

In India, groups of peasants have organized to attack 
genetically engineered crops. Recognizing the. genetic 
engineering of seeds and the patenting of genetic structures 
as methods for finalizing the control of multi-national 
corporations over food production , even on the subsistence 
scale, these groups have attacked OMO fields and the property 
of corporations like Monsanto. But by no means do these 
groups have a clear critique of capitalism or the state. So 
alongside these direct attacks, the groups also petition the 
Indian state to make laws protecting them and preserving 
their place within the present social order. Their movement 
in its present form remains a movement for anti-global 
reform. 

Similarly, the Landless Rural Workers Movement (MST), 
which arose a few years ago in Brazil, combines tactics of 
land occupations and other forms of direct action with 
petitions and demands to the state and calls for legal 
protection and enforcement. Joao Pedro Stedile - national 
coordinator of this unquestionably hierarchical organization 
-explained a recent occupation of a Monsanto agribusiness 
complex in the state of Rio Grande do Sui in terms of 
enforcing a strict reading of the law prohibiting the 
commercial cultivation of genetically modified seeds. This 
appeal to law to justify the occupation and destruction of 
OM crops indicates that some of those in this movement 
still see a place for themselves within the present society. 
But this movement also exists within the context of a larger 
struggle of indigenous people, workers, students and youth, 
including some who are consciously anarchist. Some of 
the methods of struggle indicate the existence of a tension 
toward insurrection that runs counter to the reformist tendencies. 

Large-scale social conflict also broke out in Bolivia last 
year. In April, the Bolivian ruling class in conjunction with 
a British multi-national attempted to privatize water. In 
protest, peasants organized highway blockades. Strikes 
and other forms of protest and direct action followed. The 
plans to privatize the water were shelved and the British 
multi-national was expelled from the country. In an attempt 
to stem the revolt, the government signed agreements with 
many groups of people, but not surprisingly reneged on 
them. This led to larger mobilizations in September and 
October. Peasants blockaded the highways, paralyzing 
nearly the whole country. It comes as no surprise that in a 
country with an indigenous majority, this movement of 
peasants would be clear in its denunciation of the discrimi
nation against the indigenous peoples. Although various 
parties, unions and hierarchical structures have attempted 
to take the lead in this struggle, it has largely managed to 
maintain autonomous and non-hierarchical forms. Further
more, the various groups of exploited and oppressed people 
in struggle have recognized the necessity of a generalized 
struggle. Unfortunately, some groups did have leaders, and 
these generally turned to reform. Nonetheless, the struggle 
continues, no one trusts the promises of the government 
and the state infrastructure is tottering. 

In Ecuador, as weU, at the beginning of this year, indigenous 
groups, along with students and workers, rose up to protest 
austerity measures imposed on Ecuador by the HvlF as a 
prerequisite for getting a loan. Protesters blocked several 
major highways including the Pan-American Highway and 
there have been confrontations with soldiers. Television 
and radio transmission posts were occupied in ChimborazC1, 
as well as provincial government offices. But the indigenous ' 
leaders are demanding dialogue wifuthe government. Of 
course, this is the way of leaders, and it is difficult to know . . 
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to what extent this reflects the desires of the indigenous 
population. Certainly, the blockades and the fighting spirit 
indicate a will to revolt , but it could easily be sidetracked 
into the democratic ruse. 

Probably. the best known of the indigenous struggles is 
the one happening in Chiapas, Mexico. This struggle came 
into the light of day with the uprising of January I , 1994. 
The strength of the insurrection, the preciseness of its 
targets and the general situation from which it arose 
aroused immediate sympathy among leftists, progressives, 
revolutionaries and anarchists throughout the world. The 
uprising was led by the Zapatista Army for National 
Liberation (EZLN) . The sympathy for this struggle is 
understandable as is the desire to act in solidarity with the 
indigenous people ofChiapas. What is not understandable, 
from an anarchist perspective, is the mostly uncritical 
support for the EZLN. The EZLN has not hidden their 
agenda. Their aims are clear already in the declaration of 
war that they issued at the time of the 1994 uprising, and 
not only are those aims not anarchist; they are not even 
revolutionary. In this declaration, nationalist language 
reirtforced the implications of the army's name. Stating: "We 
are the inheritors of the true builders of our nation," they go 
on to call upon the constitutional right of the people to 
"alter or modify their form of government." They speak 
repeatedly of the "right to freely and democratically elect 
political representatives" and "administrative authorities." 
And the goals for which they struggle are "work, land, 
housing, food, health care, education, independence, freedom, 
democracy, justice and peace". In other words nothing 
concrete that could not be provided by capitalism. Nothing 
in any later statement from this prolific organization has changed 
this fundamentally reformist program. Instead the EZLN calls 
for dialogue and negotiation, declaring their willingness 
to accept signs of good faith from the Mexican government. 
Thus, they send out calls to the legislature of Mexico, even 
inviting members of this body to participate in the EZLN 
march to the capital, the purpose of which is to call on the 
government to enforce the San Andres peace accords 
worked out by Cocopa, a legislative committee in 1995. 
So we see. regardless of the fact that they are armed and 
masked, the EZLN is a reformist organization. They claim 
to be in the service of the indigenous people of Chiapas 
(much as Mao's army claimed to be in the service of the . 
peasants and workers of China before Mao came to power), 
but they remain a specialized military organization separate 
from the people, not the people armed. They have made 
themselves the public spokespeople for the struggle in 
Chiapas and have channeled it into reformist demands and 
appeals to nationalism and democracy. There are reasons why 
the EZLN has become the darling of the anti-global
ization movement : its rhetoric and its aims present 
no threat to those elements in this movement who merely 
seek more national and local control of capitalism. 

Of course, the social struggles of exploited and oppressed 
people cannot be expected to conform to some abstract 
anarchist ideal. These struggles arise in particular situations, 
sparked by specifIC events. The question of revolutionary 
solidarity in these struggles is, therefore. the question of 
how to intervene in a way thal is fitting with one's aims, in 
a way that moves one's revolutionary anarchist project forward. 
But in order to do this, one must have clear aims and a clear 
concept of one's project. In other words, one must be 
pursuing one's own daily struggle against the present 
reality with lucidity and determination. Uncritical support 
of any of the struggles described above is indicative of a 
lack of clarity about what an anarchist revolutionary 
project might be, and such support is most certainly not 
revolutionary solidarity. Each of our struggles springs 
from our own lives and our own experiences of domination 
and exploitation. When we go into these battles with full 
awareness of the nature of the state and capital, of the 
institutions by which this civilization controls our existence, 
it becomes obvious that only certain methods and practices 
can lead toward the end we desire. With this knowledge, 
we can clarify our own projects and make our awareness' 
of the struggles around the world into a tool for honing our 
own struggle against the present social order. Revolutionary 
solidarity is precisely fighting against the totality of 
an existence based on exploitation, domination and 
alienation wherever one finds oneself. In this light. 
revolutionary solidarity needs to take up the weapon 
of unflinching, merciless critique of all reformist, nationalist, 
hierarchical, authoritarian, democratic or class collaborationist 
tendencies that could undermine the autonomy and 
self-activity of those in struggle and channel the 
struggle into negotiation and compromise with the present 
order. This critique must be based in a lucid conception of 
the world we must destroy and the means necessary to 
accomplish this destruction. . 
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UPDATE ON EDUARDO GARCIA 
AND ESTAFANIA MAURETE 

Eduardo Garcia, imprisoned since November. is 
facing lip to 20 years in prison in Spain on charges 
of terrorism. An active anarchist in Madrid, he has been 
very much involved in anti prison struggles. His frequent 
visits to prisoners helped to facilitate communication 
among prisoners, which is necessary for the development 
of concerted struggle, as well as communication between 
the struggles in the prisons and those in the streets. With 
the growth of the struggles inside the prisons. the 
authorities feel the need to cut off such communication. 
Eduardo's arrest is one attempt to do just that. 

Eduardo is accused of sending letter bombs to six 
journalists known for attacking prison struggles and 
one politician. The following facts indicate that this is. a 
frame-up: 
1) The "proofs" offered for the charges are his relationships 
with "dangerous" anarchist prisoners and 40· grams 
of firework powder that was supposedly found at his 

I parents' house, but witnesses of the search say that there 
was no powder. and a video recording of the search (that 
was conveniently lost by the cops) apparently did not 
show any powder beingfound. 
2) His public activity would make such apparently 
clandestine activity impossible. 
3) After his capture, four more bombs of the same sort 
have appeared. 

The press, playing its role as servant of the state, 
launched a campaign against squats and against the 
anarchist and autonomous movement with the clear 
intent of building public support for state repression. 

Estafania,. who was originally arrested with Eduardo, 
though released, is still facing charges of conspiracy with 
regard to the bombings, and other charges as well. A 
third person is also being sought by the police, but has 

FUCKTHE FCC! 
LONG LIVE RFC! 

Early in the morning of Thursday, March 15th, the 
Federal Communications Commission, along with 8 US 
Marshals. three local pigs, and other agents arrived with 
a search warrant, battering ram, and drawn guns to search 
and seize the long-running micro-power station, Radio 
Free Cascadia (RFC) 98.5 fm. 

People living at the Whiteaker neighborhood residence 
were awoken and questioned individually as to the 
operations of the station and people involved. All 
broadcasting equipment was taken into custody. RFC 
has been providing an alternative to corporate radio for 
over three years to the Eugene, Oregon community. In 
their press release, RFC claims, "We wilI be back on the 

air!" For more info: radio98.5@efn.ore 



SUBURBAN SPRAWL IN FLAMES! 
Flames of Revolt in Arizona 

Unknown individuals have taken up the torch in the battle 
against encroaching development in the 'area around the 
Phoenix Mountain Preserve. Developers, attempting to 
create an enclave of luxury homes on the edge of the 
preserve, have found the newly bui It houses being burnt 
to the ground before anyone can move in. Damage estimates 
have surpassed $5,500,000. 

The arsonist(s) are clear about their reasons. They wish 
to stop suburban sprawl and have chosen to act directly in 
order to accomplish this. Development has always been an 
essen tial part of capitalism. This social system cannot survi ve 
unless it expands, and it is beginning to nibble away at the last 
of the Earth's wild spaces. 

Demanding that the state curb the developers' activities is 
absurd since the state itself is capitalist and is thus dependent 
upon the expansion of capital for its own continued existence. 
Thus, the battle against development must become the battle 
against the state and capital as a whole. 

These unknown individuals do not ask for dialogue with 
power; they do not try to move those in power to do what 
is impossible. Rather, they act for themselves to destroy 
that which is itself destroying the living world. Thus, the 
potential exists within these actions to move beyond this 
particular battle, to expand this critique in action to a critique 
of the totality of a ci vi Iization based on the commodification 
and the destruction of wildness, untamed beauty and life. 

The following is taken 
from an interview with an 
arsonist from the Coalition 

to Save the Preserves 
(CSP) by the 

corporate media. 
He was mountain biking when he first considered 

burning down somebody's house. He had no prior 
experience with arson, he says. "Hell no," he exclaims, 
somewhat offended at the very idea. "I had never 
committed a crime, perioQ." And why would he? He 
says he is not the type. . 

He claims to be a management professional with 
an "advanced degree" and "healthy income" who 
works in downtown Phoenix. His confident demeanor 
and quote "perfect speech" likewise suggest an 
ambitious and educated man. He is energetic 
(sometimes intense) and authoritative (sometimes 
pushy) with a tall, athletic build. 

He describes himself as a family man. He says he is 
worried that his family will discover his secret. Nobody 
knows about his "evening acti vities" except the three. other 
people in his "core group," the group known by the cryptic 
acronym "CSP." They all love to go mountain biking. 

And some of his favorite mountaintops are along the 
Phoenix Mountains Preserve. 

On the day it started, the arsonist says, he was biking 
with friends along the north side of Squaw Peale They had 
taken a break to rest, to drink some Gatorade, when one of 
them pointed out new construction protruding from the edge 
of the suburbia-filled valley below. 

It was a house. A marrunoth, $1.3 million, 10,OOO-square
foot construction on North Arroya Grande Drive. Yet 
another new private residence that seemed to take a bite 
out of their Preserve, another builder encroaching on their 
bike trail. 

The mountain bikers agreed it was horribly out of place 
and strikingly tacky. Local residents had dubbed it "the 
casino." 

So the arsonist said: "I wish somebody would burn that 
down." It was an offhand comment, he says. Ajoke, really. 
But the only thing that was funny was that none of the ' 
other bike riders found it funny. Because, when they thought 
about it, burning down the mansion didn't seem like such 
a bad idea. Later, one of the bike riders said something 
else about the house. A bit of a confession, as it turned out. 

"You really want to bum it down?" the rider asked him. 
"Well, I can show you how." 

The letter 
The letter arrived January 12, the day after New Times 

published "Bum, Baby, Bum," a story exploring the 
frustrations of local environmentalists and their conflicting 
opinions about the Preserve arsons. At the time, an FBI task 
force had credited an unknown Phoenix serial arsonist with 
torching nine lUXUry homes u~der construction along the 
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environmentally sensitive Preserve. All the arsons had 
occurred in the past 10 months, save one in 1998. Damage 
estimates had exceeded $5 million, and there was a $61,000 
Silent Witness reward for information leading to the 
arson is t' s arres t. 

The letter came in a plain vanilla envelope, postmarked 
Phoenix. A 33-cent stamp showed a leaping deer, a one
cent stamp showed a bird on a branch - appropriately 
environmental images. There was no return address. 

The letter's headline declared "Thou Shall Not Desecrate 
God's Creation." 

In the body text, the author described his attempt to call 
New Times the day before, taunting that we blew an 
interview opportunity. The letter also said the group's 
female member was offended by KTAR radio talk-show 
host Preston Westmoreland's on-air criticism and assumption 
that the arsonist was male, so she lit up a house as retaliation 
on December 20. The note concluded with the CSP's 
usual epitaph: "In like a ghost - out like a ghost. Happy 
hunting." 

Overall, the author seemed initated and cocky - enjoying 
the media attention, yet frustrated at a percei ved lack of 
respect. In each case, a retaliatory threat was hinted for 
not taking him seriously: New Times wouldn't get an 
interview, and the critics might inadvertently inspire the 
CSP to burn down another house. 

This letter was a potential bombshell. The author asked 
for an interview. If we gave the letter to the authorities, the 
publicity might crush an opportunity to acquire unprecedented 
insight into the mysteries surrounding the Preserve fires and 

the identity of the arsonist. So the letter went into a 
locked drawer. 

And on the cover of the January 18 issue, New Times 
printed a message intended for one reader: "To 'Thou 
Shalt Not': 602-407-1706." 

As the paper filled news racks Thursday morning, dozens 
of curious readers phoned the number. All the callers asked 
the same two questions : Why was a phone number on the 
cover oftht; paper, and what did "To 'thou shalt not'" mean? 

Tbe call 
'''Thou shall not' - I got your message," the man says. 

He adds, "There are other groups forming." 
The arsonist says the CSP has no "direct connection" to 

the radical environmentalist group Earth Liberation Front, 
which recently claimed credit for sprawl protest fires in 
New York and Colorado. The arsonist considers the ELF 
"kindred spirits," however, whose recent headline-mak.ing 
has been "kind off tin to watch ." 

He says he called New Times because we correctly 
described the group's frustration with sprawl, and he 
chides a recent Republic editorial that dismissed the 
arsonist as "a loser with matches." The December 28 
editorial also accused the arsonist of "arrogance," "ignorance," 
being "deluded" and being ')eaIous of those people who have 
succeeded financially." 

Of those descriptions, "arrogant" might fit. The man 
repeatedly boasts about his group and its ability to elude 
capture, noting that spotting law enforcement surveillance 
is easy because "one of us has ~pecial training." 

"Those who want to niche us as firebugs who enjoy 
the thrill 'of watching things burn were sadly mistaken," 
he says. ~'There's also a presumption there's only one of 
us. Because how could you do this if people were working 
in concert, right?" 

"Well, there has to be trust, doesn't there? And that's part 
of what we are establishing ... right now ... with this." 
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The arsonist offers a face-to-face interview. 
He says to be at Patriots Square park at 11 a.m. in two 

days - Friday. No tape recorders. No photographers. Come 
alone, sit anywhere and read a copy of "Bum, Baby, Burn." 

The meeting 
Patriots Square park is in downtown Phoenix at Central 

and Washington, directly across from the Maricopa County 
Superior Court building. There are a couple fast-food 
vendors, swirls of grass and brick. 

Underneath Patriots Square there is a parking garage. At 
quarter past II, a man quickly emerges from the garage 
stairwell and makes a beeline toward me. He is wearing a 
disguise, one that's almost comically dramatic: black 
athletic shoes, shiny black track pants, puffy black jacket 
zipped to his chin, large black Fly sunglasses and a black 
ski cap. 

"Did you see the paper this morning?" he asks. 
Afire set by the serial arsonist burns near the Mountains 

Preserve. 
The CSP burned a 5,OOO-square-foot house in 

Scottsdale the night before. It was the first CSP arson of 
2001, and apparently its debut fire in the McDowell 
Sonoran Preserve. The arsonist says it was dedicated to 
the memory of the late Geoffrey Platts, the Scottsdale 
author and environmentalist. He denies participating in 
the attack. 

The arsonist claims the CSP's activist cells are mUltiply
ing, that the fire was set by an offshoot group called the CSP 
"McDowell Sonoran Preserve Unit." Scottsdale authorities, 

the arsonist says, better prepare for more flies. 
"We're expanding our efforts," the arsonist explains. 

"Six to eight months ago there was nothing there. Now 
all these houses are going up. There must be 15 houses 
under construction, so the pickings are ripe. It's private 
land, but as far as we ' re concerned, it's Preserve." 

The CSP scouts for new targets during bike rides 
through the Preserve. 

The members look for construction sites along the 
edge, where builders have recently poured concrete onto 
virgin desert. They choose luxury houses at an advanced 
stage of development, ones with accessible routes of 
"egress and outgress" that are a certain distance from 
occupied homes. They decide where they will place a 
small igniter, usually in an inside room facing the desert 
so the fire has maximum "time to percolate" before 
being spotted by neighbors. They wait for a calm night 
- no gusting wind that might spread the fire. 

Nothing is ever written down, he says. No cell phone 
calls. They discuss their plans on mountain-biking 
excursions . Never anywhere else, never with anybody 
else. They decide who will participate and who will 

stay home. Staying home provides the occasional alibi 
for the three CSP members who have families. 

As for the act itself, the Phoenix arsonist never says the 
word "arson." 

The fires are "activities," or "what we do." 
What if he met a homeowner whose dream house he 

burned to the ground? What would he say to that person? 
"I'm sorry for the pain," he says. "It's not personal. We've 

burned your dream, but not your memories - they're 
unoccupied houses." 

The only exception, he notes, was the second time they 
burned a construction on North Arroya Grande Drive, 

After they torched homeowner Lee Benson's first house 
in April, Benson hired a security guard to stand watch over 
the second construction. The guard was present every night 
until 5 a.m. The CSP waited through the fall, waited for 
the nights to grow longer. By October, the arsonist says, 
the CSP had an additional hour of darkness for stealthy 
sabotage after the guard went home. The house was burned 
at 5:30 a.m. 

"That monstrosity stuck out like a sore thumb," he says. 
"We warned him not to come back. The second mansion 
fire was set to protest his stupidity. For God's sake, the guy 
owns a security company." 

The North Arroya Grande Drive property has special 
significance to the arsonist. It's the construction that 
brought the CSP together, and it was his flISt fire. Investigators 
say the serial arsonist's flISt strike was in 1998, but the arsonist 
says it was not a group effort One of their members set that 
fire on his own, he says. It was the same member who 
offered to show him how to burn Benson's house last 
spring. 

The arsonist notes that Benson has not attempted to 
rebuild a third time. He says Benson can no longer find 
an insurance company to cover the construction. Mission 
accomplished. 



DIRECT ACTION NEWS 
April 3 
Arsonists hit Monsanto grain store in Italy 
Unknown people torched a Monsanto grain store in 
northern Italy a week after the government seized seeds 
suspected of containing banned genetically modifIed material. 
According to a Monsanto ofiicial, 'The assailants attacked our 
Lodi warehouse either late last night or early this morning, 
painted "No GM" and "Monsanto killers" on the wall and 
set fire to soybean and maize seeds." Last week Italian cops 
seized more than I 00 tons of Monsanto maize at the Lodi 
warehouse, that were suspected of contained banned genetically 
modifIed material. 

April I 
14 Beagles Liberated From Huntingdon Life Sciences 
by Animal Liberation Front 
The ALF liberated 14 beagles from Huntingdon Life Sciences 
in East Millstone, NJ according to a communique released. 
HLS, a UK-based animal research laboratory specializing in 
toxicology testing, has become the target of a hard-hitting 
campaign in England since early this year. 

Vandal hits vehicles at Medford dealer 
Someone etched 2-foot-Iong scratches into the hoods of 19 
vehicles at Lithia Motors in Medford, Oregon according to 
corporate media reports. The damages were reported just 
days after someone set 30 SUV's on fire at a Eugene 
dealership, but cops say the Medford vandalism and the 
Eugene case probably are unrelated. Most of the cars 
damaged were used models from the late 1990's, according 
to a local pig. Damages were estimated at $9,500. 

March 31 
Earth Liberation Front Spikes Trees in Virginia 
It seems that the ELF have driven hundreds of steel spikes 
into trees on a Northern Neck timber tract in Virginia. The 
head earth raper, Alex Coughlin of Rock Hill Lumber, said 
the company may have to spend $30,000 to $40,000 using 
metal detectors and taking other safety precautions when 
it runs the lumber through the sawmill next month.He also 
said "They haven't discouraged us, It's just made us that 
more bullheaded. That place belongs to us." Signs were 
left throughout the 300-acre tract in Westmoreland County 
this month warning loggers of the spikes. 

March 19 
ELF Call for an International Day of Action 
As an autonomous cluster of ceUs within the broader Earth 
Liberation Front, we call for an international day of action 
on April 19. This year's Earth Day commemoration will 
mark the near-completion of mainstream 
environmentalism's greenwashing, with an international 
theme of "Clean Energy" -an oxymoron if there ever was 
one. Simultaneously, corporate and governmental elite from 
throughout the hemisphere will gather in Quebec City to 
carry forward the planning process for the Free Trade Area 
of the Americas, the next escalation of capital'S war on 
Earth and Her people. In response to these threats to our 
continued existence, and in solidarity with those on the 
frontlines of the ecological resistance in the streets of 
Quebec City and throughout the world, we intend to draw 
atle~tion to the only true solution to the continuing 
destruction of our planet's ecological integrity
massive resistance to the machinery of global capital
ism, liberal democracy and industrial civilization. At the 
same time, we hope to divert valuable state resources·from 
the inevitable oppression of those standing in opposition 
to the Summit of the Americas. We invite participation from 
all interested parties-cells of the Animal Liberation Front, 
Earth First!, anti-genetix campaigners, and any other group 
or individual willing to stand with us and declare, "No 
compromise in defense of Mother Earth!" 
Earth Liberation Front 

March 23, 
Concerned OSU Students and Alumni Destroy GE Trees 
at Oregon State University 
Open Letter to Steve Strauss, Oregon State University forestry 
professor and founder of the Tree Genetic Engineering Research 
Cooperative: 

Dear Steve, 
During mid-March, three of your genetically engineered 
(GE) tree research sites were visited by night. The test plots 
of Populus genus trees (poplars and cottonwoods) at these 
places were i~dependently assessed and found to be a 
dangerous experiment of unknown genetic consequences. 
Therefore, we ringbarked or cut down 90% of your trees at 
OSU's site at the Peavey Arboretum on Arboretum Rd. (off 

Hwy 99W north of Corvallis, Oregon). At OSU's tract near 
Half Moon Bend of the Willamette River (just soUth of 
Garden Ave. off Hwy 20 between Corvallis and Albany), we 
eliminated 60% of the trees. Lastly, every tree was cut down 
in one test plot at OSU's Agricultural Experiment Station in 
Klamath Falls, Oregon (on Washburn Way, across from the 
Kingsley Field). In all, over 1200 of your GE research trees 
were destroyed. Some of the trees we targeted may have been 
hybrids and not technically GE. However, your Tree Genetic 
Engineering Research Cooperative (TGERC) focuses on 
hybrid poplars as its methodfor delivering modified genes 
i~to its frankentrees. All of the program's research on 
the PopuLus genus is used for the goal of patenting and 
commercializing GE trees. 

Steve, your exploits with TGERC are socially and environ
mentally unacceptable. You claim to be undertaking basic 
independent studies to address environmental concerns, but 
that claim is belied by the millions of dollars your program 
receivesfrom huge timber cO/po rations to develop fast grow
ing supertrees for them. The expansion of GEfrom agri
culture to industrial resource extraction, as with trees for 
timber production, exhibits the slippery slope of biotech
nology permeating every part of hum an interaction with the 
rest of our natural world. 

In 1999, people used similar methods as we have, to attack an 
AstraZeneca GE tree research site in England. AstraZeneca 
said the incident seriously affected its eight-year research 
program and the company decided to end it soon after the 
incident. Our goal is to do to TGERC what others did to 
Astr:aZeneca's program. 

You may recall your thoughts about the event: "These 
environmental extremists are unfortunately making us very 
para/loid, " said Steve Strauss,forestry professor at Oregon 
State University (Reuters News Service feature article, 
"Eco-warriors Stunt U.S. Biotech Tree Research," March 
2,2000). Well, Steve, as the saying goes, just because you're 
paranoid, it doesn't mean that we're not out to get your 
research. 

Very truly yours, 
concerned OSU students and alumni 

Corvallis cop checks out daTlUlge to GE trees. 

Earth Liberation Front Claims Responsibility For 
Torching Delta and Pine Land GE Seeds In California 
The Earth Liberation Front takes credit for torching the 
Delta & Pine Land Co. Research cotton gin in Visalia, 
California on February 20. D&PL continues to pursue its 
"Terminator technology" despite global opposition to 
the genetic engineering of plants to produce sterile seeds .. 
Engineering a suicide sequence into the plant world is 
the most dangerous new technology since nuclear power 
and needs to be stopped. We chose this warehouse because 
it contained massive quantities of transgenic cotton seed 
in storage. But now, this seed will no longer exist to 
contaminate the environment, enrich a sick corpora
tion, or contribute to its warped research programs. 
After cutting through a padlock on a door to get into the 
warehouse, we placed 4 five-gallon buckets filled with half 
gasoline and half diesel in strategic locations. Windows 
were broken to provide the fire with oxygen and timers 
were set. Within just a few minutes the operation was 
complete. We are the burning rage of a dying planet. 
Earth Liberation Front (ELF) 
Tenninate D&PL, cremate Monsanto, bum biotechnology ... 

ELF Torches Construction Equipment in N. Y 
"All businesses, large or small, which participate in earth 
raping industries, will continue to be targeted as a part of the . 
ELF's ongoing campaign ioevoke economic damage on those 
responsible for urban sprawl," from the ELF communique. 
Damages were estimate at $25,000 to 50,000. 
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Burned bridge will un
fortunately be rebuilt 

Officials at the Port of Benton are optimistic a railroad 
bridge that burned Thursday can be rebuilt within a month. 
The bridge across the Yakima River is part of the only rail 
link to the port's industrial customers in Richland. It also 
provides the only rail access to the Hanford Nuclear Reservation. 
It is not known at this time who caused the fife or why. 

Northwest 
Heats Up ! 

. .. continued from page 1 

After weeks of hearing about new "Hate Crime" legisla
tion being proposed in Oregon many were discussing what 
this meant for the direct action movement and its supporters. 
The ink on these proposed bills were barely dry when 
Romania Trucks; located in Eugene, was targeted by an 
anonymous group. The action destroyed 36 Sport Utility 
Vehicles (SUVs) and sent the FBI/ATF and the media 
scrambling to find clues from the burnt out remains of 
these vehicles. Two days after the arson, the following 
communique was received by the ELF Press Office and was 
relayed to the media and supporters. 

"CLAIM FOR ROMANIA ARSON 

I million dollars worth of luxury SUV's were torched at 
Romania Chevrolet. Sucking the land dry, gas-guzzling 
SUV's are at theforefront of this vile, imperialistic culture's 
caravan to't1'ards self-destruction. We can no longer allow 
the rich to parade around in their annored existence, leaving 
a wasteland behind in their tire tracks. The time is right to 
fight back. Romania Chevrolet is the same location that 
was targeted last lune,for which two earth warriors, Free 
and Critter, are being persecuted. The techno-industrial 
state thinks it can stop the growing resistance by jailing 
some of us, but they cannot jail the spirit of those who know 
another world is possible. The fire that burns within Free 
and Critter bums within all of us and cannot be extin
guished by locking them up. In this continuous assault on 
both the planet and ourselves, S UVs destroy the earth while 
the prison system tries to destroy those who see beyond 
this empty life. We must strike out against what destroys us 
before we are all either choking on smog or held captive 
by the state. Take the power into your own hands. It's your 
life. " 

These recent actions by the ELF and other anonymous 
revolutionaries are another clear indication that the under
ground ecological resistance movement is growing and 
spreading like an out of control wildfire. This is a very welcome 
and encouraging development to those of us who live in the 
Northwest and who have had to sit by and watch the main
stream environmental movement play their silly legal 
games with the government for years, while the forests 
were leveled and "business as usual" continued unopposed. 
One thing we need to do is continue our level of support fot 
underground actions and help those imprisoned and persecuted 
by the state. Remember: the state is always responsible for state 
repression. Lets not blame militants who resist biocide 
for the actions that the state will take to crush dissent. 
Lets instead "create one, two, many Romania's!" 

For more information on the Earth Liberation Front, to help •. 
the North American ELF Press Office or to receive their 
zine, Resistance contact: POB 4783, Portland, OR 97208 
eifpress@tao.ca; www.earthliberationfront.com .. 

Late Spring 2001 



Costs··of Affluence: Part·One 
Affluence can be thought of as a synonym for, a perhaps no 

less ambiguous term, "civilization". Civilization is simply a 
derivative of term "civis" meaning "city"(Heinberg 1997) . 
It is important to understand exactly what the develop
ment of cities, and the organization of human societies in 
urban en vironment represents. Popular know ledge dictates 
that civilization came about as the agricultural mode of 
production enabled populations to increase, and food 
sources to be more plentiful and reliable . In turn , the 
newfound "liberation" from nomadic foraging, allowed 
for ever-increasing stratification and specialization of 
labor, class, prestige, and power. According to our 
culture 's mythology, it was exactly this stratification that 
paved and plowed the way for the state, technological 
advancement, and most importantly, abundance and affluence. 
In other words, civilization and agriculture provided the ability, 
through complex social and political organization, to produce 
ever-increasing amounts of food, to feed ever-increasing 
numbers of people. 

Embedded in our culture's consciousness is the under
standing that these profound changes in human society, in 
essence, created the affluent society. What is lost in this 
romantic view of the ascension of "civilized !llan," is the 
understanding of the significance of the effect 
such societies had and have on not only the natural 
environment, but on other societies and cultures, 
that had and have no desire to be assimilated into 
a civilized and agricultural existence. 

The "affluence" that civilizations have created 
for themselves, or more accurately, for their rulers 
and elites has always been at the expense of those 
around them. Heinberg summarizes this well in 
writing, " ... The history of civilization in the Near 
East, Far East, and Central America, is also the 
history of kinship, slavery, conquest, agriculture, 
overpopulation, and environmental ruin 
(Heinberg 1997)." This quote identifies many of 
the major costs of civilization, or "the affluent 
society." The area, in which I will focus on is that 
of conquest. As Heinberg suggests, we 
may think of the history of civilization and affluence 
as synonymous with thearrocities he listed; of which, 
conquest, may be the one of the most important. 
This phenomenon has been integral to the creation 
of civilized "affluent societies" for millennia. Here, 
I will address the phenomenon of conquest, within 
the context of modern history. Using the case of 
New World conquest, and the current case of oil 
drilling in U'Wa land, I will show that the inherent 
logic, structure, and ideology that is implicit in 
building and expanding historic and modern . 
empires, is consistent with those of the first 
ancient ci vilizations . 

The case of New World conquest is broad and 
may even appear to be trite, as traditional myths 
have been increasingly challenged in recent years. How
ever it is, and will continue to be, important to study and 
understand, as the same fundamental logic and ideology 
that legitimized mass genocide is still with us today in the 
form of corporate globalization. 

After 32 days at sea the ships found land. At first site the 
ships, the natives approached, welcoming with gifts. 
Columbus first thoughts, as recorded in his journal , 
were: "With fifty men we could subjugate them all and 
make them do whatever we want (Zinn: 1997c: 3)." His 
motivation to make this a reality was clear, he would get 
10% of whatever riches were obtained, control over the 
discovered lands, and the honorable title: Admiral of the 
Ocean Sea. 

Columbus noticed that the natives wore gold in theirear3. 
To him, this was license to capture them and force them to 
lead his associates to the source. The fever for gold field 
discovery took greater hold, upon the sight of gold specks 
in a river in Haiti and the sight of a gold mask shown by a 
native chief(Zinn 1997c: 5). Despite the existence of gold, 
it did not turn out to be quite as abundant as expected. In 
order to have something to show for this expedition, 
Columbus took slaves back to Spain. Many of them 
died in transit. 

Upon returning to Madrid, he gave a report to the royal 
court in which he spoke of the rivers, "of which the majority 
contain gold .. .There are many spices, and great mines of 
gold and other metals .. . (Zinn 1997c: 5)." The report 
Columbus gave was far from accurate. It ended up being 
more of a desperate attempt to attribute divine ordinance 
to the cbntinuation of his mission to provide slaves and 
gold to the state, and the word of god to the savages. 
However, his acting before the elites worked; he waS 

Green A,1l4rchy #5 
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given 17 ships this time and over 12,000 men (Zinn 1997: 6). 
To officiate the purpose and instructions of the second 

voyage, a memorial was written on the "settlement and 
government" of the islands ofIndies. This formal document 
served, more accurately, the purpose of the laying out 
instructions as to how to deal with the immense amounts 
of gold expected to be retrieved. Sale writes on the nature 
of this document, "Above all, as we might by now expect, 
the overriding concern was for gold , with nearly two-thirds 
of the document given over to the process by which the 
governor (Colon himself, of course) and local officers 
would control the gathering, melting, storing, selling, and 
shipment of the metal (Sale 199\: 127)." He goes on to 
quote a direct line from the document in which Columbus 
states, "owing to the greed for gold, everyone will prefer 
to seek it rather than engage in other necessary occupations 
(Sale 1991 : 127)." 

The intent of conquest was clear: gold was to be obtained 
at all cost. At this point, Columbus had many more grand 
promises to fulfill than he did initially. This fact and many 
other factors led to the realization of indescri bable suffering 
for the natives. Here I will detail the costs of creating the 
affluent society in terms of the immediate and gradual effects 

But underneath this superficial reasoning, lies deep 
theological, intellectual , and ideological roots of European 
expansion and conquest. An understanding of the paradigms 
expressed by figures such a Christopher Columbus is just 
as integral to understanding the costs of creating the affluent 
society, as an understanding of the reasons to obtain material 
wealth. In other words, we can recognize reflectively that 
greed is morally corruptive, but if we look no further than 
this, we may never question the fundamental intellectual, 
ideological, and theological pretexts that allow civilizations 
to conquer other lands and peoples. 

The first layer beneath the outright greed, is that of 
Christopher Columbus' utilitarian view towards the natural 
world. Columbus expressed appreciation for the beauty of 
the lands he had discovered, was inextricably tied to his 
vision of the beauty transformed into to tangible riches. To 
Columbus, the beautiful trees represented a limitless supply 
of ships that could be built; and the exotic plants would 
certainly provide medicinal spices (Sale 1991: I 05) . . 

A utilitarian view of the natives themselves would follow 
Columbus in the form of the reading of what was called 
"the Requerimiento", to the captives. This statement was a 
like reading them their rights, so to speak. It informed them 

of their immediate obligation to recognize the 
. divinity of God and the Spanish Church, to 

relinquish all of their possessions, and to be 
wholly obedient to the conquerors. Of course 
none of this was translated , nor even delivered 

: with a pretense of an attempt to send a clear 
statement to the Indians themselves . Rather, 
writes author David E. Stannard, "the proc
lamation was merely a legalistic rationale for 
a fanatically religious and fanatically brutal 
people to justify a holocaust (Stannard 1992: 
66)." 

i§lllml Clearly, in order for such an arrogant, inhwnane, 
and utilitarian practice to occur these men must 

. have been very certain of the legitimacy of their 
actions. In order to be impervious to remorse 
and moral questioning, more than simple greed 

of conquest on the natives of the New World. 
Though, as word spread of the intent of the invaders many 

tribes abandoned villages, the irrunanent threat was unavoidable. 
Those that were rounded up were forced into slavery to seek 
out gold fields. All individuals that were 14 years of age or 
older were forced to retrieve a set amount of gold every 
quarter of a year. If they were able to meet the quota, they 
were given copper necklaces to denote their tribute, if they 
were seen without these symbols, they were killed (Zinn 
1991 : 6). On Haiti alone, after mass suicides, and mass 
murder of the 250,000 natives alive prior to contact, half 
were dead (Zinn 1991: 7) . 

The same fate would come for peoples all over the New 
World. Ponting sums up the costs of creating the affluent 
society in the New World in writing: 

"Just how rapidly the vulrierable native societies in the 
Americas could collapse is demonstrated by events on Santo 
Domingo, one of the first islands to be discovered by 
Columbus. At the time of the Spanish conquest the 
population was about one million, yet within forty years, 
after intense exploitation , slavery and many deaths through 
European diseases, there were only a few hundred natives 
left." (Ponting 1993c: 130) 

The monetary gain to be acquired by civilized nations 
was the initial impetus for the genocide that occurred in 
the New World. Zinn characterizes this impetus clearly, "It 
seems there was a frenzy in the early capitalist states of 
Europe for gold, slaves, for products of the soil , to pay the 
bondho.lders and stockholders of the expeditions, to finance 
the monarchical bureaucracies rising in Western 
Europe ... These were the violent beginnings of an intricate 
system of technology, business, politics, and culture that would 
dominate the world for the next five centuries." (Zinn 1997: 12) 
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must have guided these men. The use of 
religious superiority appears to have been 
a perfect justification for the subjugation of 
"Iessec" peoples . 

The Swiss philosopher, Paracelsus, dealt with 
the concept of what would later be termed "poly
genesis" in the early 16th century. According to 
him, all colored people were not descendants of 
Adam and Eve; rather, they were descendent 
from inferior and separate progenitors (Stannard 
1992: 209) . This view of non-Christian colored 
people as " inferior," falls in line with Aristotle's . 
Great Chain of Being upon which all life forms 
are assigned a position based on advancement 
toward the anthropocentric and ethnocentric 

climax of high civilization. 
This logic has been at the core of western thought, and 

the premise responsible for expansion and conquest for 
millennia . In Columbus' time, it was enough to identify 
the people as savages without god, nor civilization. Author, 
Francis Jennings writes on this, 

"The conquerors of America glorified the devastation they 
wrought in visions of righteousness, and their descendants 
have been reluctant to peer through the aura. Decent men 
with pigment less skins no longer overtly espouse delusion 
of peculiar grandeur, but the myths created by the cant of 
conquest endure in many forms to mask the terrible 
tragedy that was Europe's glory. Although the ideologists of 
conquest can no longer evoke admiration for holy wars or 
pseudobiology, they have yet one great and powerful system 
of myth among their resources. In it the Christian Caucasians 
of Europe are not only holy and white but also civilized, 
while the pigmented heathens of distant lands are not only 
idolatrous and dark but savage. Thus the absolutes of 
predator and prey have been preserved, and the grandeur 
of invasion and massacre has kept its sanguinary radiance." 
(Jennings 1975: 6) 

Ultimately, the costs of creating the affluent society in the 
case of New World conquest have resulted in nothing short of 
genocide for the indigenous people enslaved and decimated in 
the name of Christianity and civilization. Beyond this example 
(of the inherently exploitative nature of civilization based on 
the accwnulation of wealth in the form of land, labor, and 
natural resources), what is most insidious about the history of 
European atrocity in the New World is the ideological frame
work from which it operates: This framework can be observed 
in action as we speak; though now it appears within the 
new methodological framework of corporate globalization. 



Waitangi Day Celebration of Indigenous Survival 
Waitangi Day is a day of mouming for Maori. Our 

only celebration is the celebration of our survival. February 
6th 1840 was the day the Treaty ofWaitangi was signed. So 
on this day we remember the beginning of broken promises 
by those colonizers of old and the continuation of these 
broken promises by the current Government of New 
Zealand. These erupted into land wars and ;we have been 
at odds with them ever since. 

We immediately recognized the new colonizers, those 
multi-national companies and corporates who, like the 
colonizers of the past will again wreak havoc upon our 
society for imperialist profit. Maori have a long and proud 
tradition of struggle and resistance against colonization. 
The struggle against colonization is the struggle for Tino 
Rangatiratanga. 

We remember the blood of the ancestors that stains 
the land and from that we take our resolve from the 
whakataukii - ka whawhai tonu matou ake ake ake! [We 
will fight on forever and ever!]. 

A part of resisting against colonization is linking, 
networking and working with others who are also fight 
ing the global expansion of corporate capital. Our resistance 
is as global as their capital! 

For us the struggle against colonization and neo-colo
nization is the struggle for Tino Rangatiratanga. There are 
many different meanings for Tino Rangatiratanga and the 
concept itself is part of a rich and ongoing debate in Maori 
society. The word 'tino' is an intensifier and the word 
'rangatiratanga' broadly speaking relates to the exercise of 
'chieftainship'. Its closest English translation is self
determination -although many also refer to it as 'absolute 
sovereignty' or Maori independence. Such a concept 
embraces the spiritual link Maori have with 
'Papatuanuku' (Earthmother) and is a part of the international 
drive by indigenous people for self determination. 

This year the Prime Minister of New Zealand, Helen 
Clark won't be visiting Waitangi . We wouldn't either if we 
had been part of a 'Labour' party that spawned the likes of 
'Mad Mike Moore' current head of the World Trade 
Organization (WTO) and Far Right Wing Party- ACT. 
The privatization agenda initiated by the 'Labour Party ' 
shows that the 'Labour Party' is neither pro-indigenous nor 
pro-Labour. They were lying in 1840 and they are lying 
now. Mauri ora ki te whenua. TINO RANGATIRATANGA! 
noho ora mai Aotearoa Educators. 

KRRS activists 
destroy Bt cotton 
Radical farmers in Savlanga, India destroyed a Bt Cotton 
crop in the presence of police last month as part of their 
struggle against the use of the genetically-modified seeds . 
Volunteers of the newly-formed 'Hasiru Sene' (Green 
Brigade)-the youth wing of the KRRS - rushed to the 
field and destroyed it by setting it on fire. No arrests were 
made, as the cops watched the incident helplessly. When 
contacted, the farmer said he was not unhappy over the 
incident and had no regrets as he had not grown the Bt 
cotton trial crop 

Life For Sale as Never Before: The Human Genetic Map Released 
Explorers have discovered a vast, untouched frontier, as 

full of riches and resources as anyone could imagine. This 
new world promises to change the human experience more 
than anything has for hundreds, if not thousands of years. 
Some of our most fundamental problems will be solved, 
we'll understand life as never before, and there's a whole 
lot of money to be made. 
It should be no surprise, someone else already lives there. 

Fortunatel y, they are of no use to us and aren't even human 
beings. They stand no chance of stopping our abuse of their 
home. 

Sound familiar? It ought to, because the practice of 
"discovering" a "new" place and colonizing it have been 
justified with the same language for hundreds of years. 
The process continues today. Now it is the building blocks 
of life itself that are targeted for exploitation. Indigenous 
people will suffer in this new wave of colonization, as will 
a whole new (and beautiful) level of life . On Monday 
February 12th, after years of research all around the 
globe, the genetic structures of human DNA were shown 
to the public for the first time. 

The taming of these fundamental mysteries is closely 
related to the destruction of the earth's last biocentric, 
indigenous cultures. As if colonization of the Genetic 
Frontier isn't frightening enough, this conquest is decimating 
tribal people and their ecosystems. 

In recent years, both the publicly funded (by the National 
Institute of Health and, strangely, the Department of 
Energy) and privately funded efforts (by Celera 
Genomics, arguably the most powerful genetics corporation 
in the world) working to map the genetic structure of human 
beings ("the human genome") have been accused of a crime 
called Biopiracy. First-world scientists have traveled to 
undeveloped parts of the world to extract DNA from 
healthier, more robust indigenous peoples and the ecosystems 
they live in. The scientists then patent the DNA they acquire 
from these samples, never sharing the huge profits with 
those from whom the resoUrces originated . No medicines 
are shared, because even if indigenous people could somehow 
afford them, the science is aimed at curing the diseases 
of industrial civilization. 

In the skewed logic of colonialism, indigenous cultures 
not exploiting their resources for maximum profit and 
industry are declared to be wasting them. The resources 
are taken and the people destroyed . This is how colonizing 
cultures have treated tribal people and their land all around 
the world. It this case, it is not the geneticists who wipe out 
indigenous societies, but they take from them whatever is 
of value; then the indigenous cultures are destroyed by 
neoliberal economics, 'The War On (Some) Drugs," foreign 
aid development projects, or simple military force. 

Everyone can look into history now and understand what 
Europeans did to Native Americans 500 years ago was 
wrong. Many people today, if they learn about it, realize 
that biopiracy and contemporary destruction of indigenous 
people and their ecosystems- are morally wrong as well. 
How many of us, though, pondered the ominous events on 
the horizon when Rick Weiss, a reporter for the Washington 
Post wrote on Sunday February 11 th the following passage 
in celebration of the human genetic map's public release. 

"Most of the rest of the human genome is filled with 
weird lifelike entities that have settled in the genome like 
squatters. Among them are microscopic bits of foreign DNA 

that live like parasites on human DNA and even smaller 
bits that sponge off those parasites." 

"Although scientists have known that such critters existed 
in the human genome, only now have they been able to see 
how many there really are, how they are distributed among 
people's genes, and how these complex communities 
evolved inside the cells of human ancestors over millions 
of years . 
"Taken together, the new findings show the human genome 
to be far more than a mere sequence of biological code 
written on a twisted strand of DNA. It is a dynamic and 
vibrant ecosystem of its own, reminiscent of the thriving 
world of tiny Who's that Dr.Seuss's elephant, Horton, 
discovered on a speck of dust. 

"Some parts of the genome are rich in human genes, like 
biodiverse tropical rainforests, where genes crucial for 
human Iife- and some that cause disease- perform their 
various jobs in the body ... Hundreds of other [genes] are 
expected to turn up in the next few years, speeding the 
development of new drugs and diagnostic tests." 

Other regions of the genome are essentially genetic 
'deserts,' where there's nary a human gene for as far as the 
eye can see but where life, of a sort, perseveres nonetheless. 
Like genes, the entities living in these vast stretches of the 
human genome are made of DNA, the doubly coiled 
molecule of heredity. But they don't contain coded messages 
to make anything useful for the human body. 

"Most are able to persist and replicate within the human 
genome but are so dependent on the genome that they can 
never leave it." 

It might seem trivial to worry about life forms so small, 
standing in the way of such a wealth of information, power 
and profit. But who amongst us is willing to leap into 
exploiting the next "biodiverse tropical rainforest" inhabited 
by "complex communities" so dependent on their "dynamic 
and vibrant ecosystem" that they "can never leave it?" We 
certainly can't call such life forms "squatters!" 

More important is the question: who will stand up and 
stop those who are exploiting this new frontier, as well as 
the human bodies and "full- sized" ecosystems that these 
genetic communities created in the first place? Will we be 
able to prevent the same ignorant, cruel histories of 
destruction seen in colonialism's first wave from being repeated 
today? A movement has already begun, and it is based in the 
communities who have the best perspective and most at 
stake in the issue. 

In 1995, 17 organizations created by indigenous people 
from North, South and Central America ratified the 
Declaration of Indigenous Peoples of the Western 
Hemisphere Regarding the Human Genome Project. It 
reads, "Our responsibility as Indigenous Peoples is to insure 
that the continuity of the natural order of all life is maintained 
for generations to come. In the long history of destruction 
which has accompanied Western colonization we have 
come to realize that the agenda of non-indigenous forces 
has been to appropriate and manipulate the natural order 
for the purposes of profit, power and control. Genetic tech
nologies, which manipulate and change the fundamental 
core and identity of any life form, are an absolute violation 
of the principles of nature and create the potential for 
unpredictable and therefor dangerous consequences. 
Therefor, we the indigenous people participation in this 
meeting, reject all programs involving genetic technology. 
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We oppose the patenting of all natural genetic materials . 
We hold that life cannot be bought, owned, sold, discovered 
or patented, even in its smallest form. We denounce alJ 
instruments of economic apparatus such as NAFTA, 
GATT and the WTO, which continue to exploit people and 
natural resources to profit powerful corporations assisted 
by governments and military forces of developed countries. 
We call on our brothers and sisters of the indigenous 
nations around the world and concerned people in the 
international community to stand up and unite in our efforts 
to protect the natural diversity and integrity of all life." 

By I 996, according to the Indigenous Peoples Council 
on Biocolonialism, the US Department of Commerce had 
already applied for patents of the genetic "cell lines" of 
indigenous individuals from Panama, Papua New Guinea 
and the Solomon Islands. Referring to Indigenous populations 
as "isolates of historic interest (IHI's)" the Human Genome 
Diversity Project moved to collect DNA samples from 
indigenous people around the world, immortalize them 
with cell replication technology, and store them in gene 
banks in order to "avoid the irreversible loss of precious 
genetic information." This presumes, of course, that the 
people themselves will be destroyed. 

The Indigenous Peoples Council on Biocolonialism 
writes , "In this new age of bio-prospecting, indigenous 
knowledge and biological resources are extremely threatened 
by appropriation . Tribes must prepare to protect their 
biological resources from exploitation." 

Herman Merivale once wrote, "The history of European 
settlements in America, Africa and Australia, presents 
everywhere the same general features- a wide and sweeping 
destruction of native races by the uncontrolled violence of 
individuals, if not of colonial authorities, followed by tardy 
attempts on the part of governments to repair the acknowledged 
crime .... Desolation goes before us, and civilization lags slowly 
and lamely behind." 

Meri vale made 'that observation not from the vantage 
point of history, but in 186 I. According to anthropologist 
John H. Bodley, it was between the years 1800 and 1930 
that indigenous societies around the world lost between 80 
and 95 percent of their populations due to colonization. 
The last of those people, and the intact ecosystems they 
live in, are being ravaged once more as European culture 
seeks to plunder the tropical rainforests and complex 
communities of the newly discovered genetic frontier. 
Countless philosophers have theorized why some cultures 
seem obligated to per
petually expand, at every 
one else's expense . We 
need to get to the bottom 
of these issues inourculture, 
so that the recurring narrati ve 
of colonialism can be 
challenged. 
To reach the author, email: 
aaceugene@hotmail.com 

For more info on the 
Human Genome Project 
contact: 
The Campaign Against 
Human Genetic Engineering 
http://www.users.g1obalnet.co.uks-cahge 

Late Spring 2001 
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'~~ tl\c: WTO p;'utes : inSe~ttIe 1;;; [ year: so.ll1ewhercd'rom 
1"90 ).0 3QOanarchi sts and" others dressed ~PJn hbck and 
systematically trashed the storefronts of 'odi.oLl s multi', 
lialional c9,fporati ons. Sipce (hen the tactic of the "B (ack 
Bloc" has b.een getting quitc a bil ofattejllion from diffe rent 
~ople conce.med with social. change. All sorts of upper 
middl e class, tru st·fund progressives and liberal ;; have' 
pra ttl ed on morali stically to great length about how there . 
is no room for such behavior in ' their movement. At the 
same time, the Black Bloc in Seattle inspired a renewed 
interest in militant protest tactics which po not placate 
authority or bow to its power. The N30Black Bloc, along 
with many other aspects of the events in Seattle. has also 
inspired radica l anarchists to stop hiding out inside liberal 
activist groups with reformist agendas. and start being more 
vocal in their demands for re volution and total social 
change. Besides the rapid proliferation of anarchist 
publications and organizations. clear evidence of this 
resurgence of anarchism in the United States can be seen 
in the large Black Blocs which were present on April 16th 
in Washington D.C., at the Democratic and Republican 
National Conventions this summer, and at many other 
marches, protests and actions from sea to shining sea. For 
good or ill, it seems that in the last year the Black Bloc has 
become an American tradition, and it all started with those 
brave kids back in Seattle. 

Or did it? In fact, November 30th was far from the first 
time that a large group of radicals dressed up in black with 
black masks in order to engage . in militant protest in 
anonymity and solidarity. The Black Bloc as an agreed 
upon protest tactic may be as much as 20 years old. Its 
origins in fact lie with the European Autonomen or 
autonomists, a radical social movement that didn't 
even necessarily proclaim itself anarchist, though many 
of its tactics and ideas have become widely .appfeciated. 
aiJd adopted by self-proclaimed anarchists .. 
~ . - . . 

A'bout Autonomy . ., 
< ~utonomi.a, Al,I!onom,en,. or autonQmists have be~n the , 
qames used .fOL various. popular .social c.nange and 
Cpunterc~ltural mQvements ,in Italy: Germany: Denmark, 
~ollancland , othe'r pa~!-S: 'of ,EuroRe in the !,a~t 3 ... decades:~ 
Aillthesy dlt'ferent ' l11ov~me!lts hav~ SO!,lght ,to, radically . 
o'ppo~e authority, domination' and violence anywhere that 
tney exist in contemporary Life Cwhic;h is p,r;etty much 
~e,r.ywher~). Au.tonomY·in this .c"ase does~o:t~eansom:e 
kiQ<t of regional superiority complex or isolationism, as 
with s.tatlst nationalism, nor does it ~ean ind'ivid~al 
~~to~orDy' althe ~xp~'ns~ oi the .maj~r.ity, as i ~ th,\! b~i;' 
of capitalism. What autonomists value a:~'d desire is the ' 
freedom for individuals to choose others with whom tney 
~~are an affinity, ~nd band together with !hem to' survive 
and fulfill\llFd(tlteirrteeids' and desires' c6l1eetively; witli~ 
Gut interference' from g'reedy, violent individuals o'thuge 
IOhuhlan btireaucraCies. " . ' 
~ The first so-called autonomists were those individuals 
$volY~a iiitife Italian-Auto~orriiamoveMerit t-rw.t 'got its 
siarl 'during ;the Hot Auttimnof '1969, ' a ' time of intense 
social unrest. Throughout the 1970s in Italy a wide's pread 
rho~e~ent t'ortotarsocia1 change was initiatcifbY'a~tonomo~s 
iroups of factory workers. women and studehts. Capitalists, 
I~bor un'iOns and the statist CominuiiisiParty b~reaucra~y 
had nothing to do with this movement, and in fact worked 
hard to repress and stop it. Yet the power structure was 
often at a loss with how to deal with the near complete 
~erusal of Ii\rge _areas of the population to obey .the rules 
and orders of authority. ' ' . 
', Despite the rapid proiiferation of direct' action, strikes, 
rent s trikes, inass squats, streetfighting, univers ity 
Qcc upations and other popularly supportea radical 
actions duriilg the 1970s, the Italian movement eventually 
subsided. This was partly due to' violent attacks, imprisorunent 
and murders of radicals by the police and the Communist party
controlled central government. At the same time the 
response to this escalation of state violence was often 
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Building Revolutionary DuaJ Power - The Culture of s ince lhe reign (If the th ird Re ich (11 order lO .tt tack 
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,Thougb the re vo lutio n ~ry po ential of the Itali an 
Aut liomi:qn the I 970s Clied down. thei r vibrance. confidence" 
and empowerment was an 'inspiration to young people in \:Vest 
Germany i~ the 1980s. Inspi red also ' by the Amsterdam,: 
squatter ' movements and youth ol:ganizaiion in Switzerland, 
young Germans in Berlin. Hamburg and other major c itie~ , 
began building their own autonomo us culture and sqci,ah 
groups based .upon radical resistance and alternative ways ofli fe. 

The direction and composition of radical organization 'in· 
West Gei'many in the 1980s was partly determined by the:,. 
reigning ~cono mic recession and the form s it too k. 
Because of the we ll es tabli shed connec tions bet\Veen 
i nd ustrial unions and the German government, the effects 
of this recession werefelt not so much by blue col lar workers, 
but by young people who found it increasingly imposs ible to 
secure jobs and housing and thereby mo ve out of their 
parents' .home and become socially and financia lly indepen
dent. Therefore points for autonomous youth mobilization 
included the stifling confonnity of rural German society and 
the nu c lear family, serious housing shortages, high 
unemployment-as well as the continued illegal status of 
abortion and government plans for a massive expansion of 
nuclear power. 

As a result of economic recession and flight to the suburbs, 
at the end of the 1970s huge tracts of buildings in different 
German inner cities, especially West Berlin, lay abandoned 
by developers or government agencies. Squatting these 
buildings was a viable option for impoverished young 
people looking for independence from the nuclear family 
home. Vibrant squatters' communities grew up in the 
Kreuzberg neighborhood of Berlin, the Haffenstrasse squats 
of Hamburg and in,other concentration points, The comer· 
stone of these communities was communal living, ami the 
creation of radical social centers: infoshops, bookstores, 
coffeehouses, meeting halls, bars, concert halls, art gallelies, 
and other multi-use spaces where grassroots political, artistic 
and social culture were developed as an alternative to · 
nuclear family life, TV dreams and mass-produced pop 
culture. 

From these safe social spaces grew major grassroots.; 
initiatives to fight nuclear power; to break down patriarchy 
and gender roles; to show solidarity with oppressed people 
throughout the world by attacking the European-based 
multinational corporations or financial institutions like . 
the World Bank; and after German reunification, to fight, 
the rising tide of conservative neo-Nazism·. . 

Similarinitiatives for alternative living as resistance werl 
percolating in the 1980s (and in some places much earlierh 
in Holland, Denmark and elsewhere throughout northern 
Europer Eventually all of these northern Europeans livIng. 
in decentralized social grou·ps dedicated to creating a non~ 
coerci'Q'e; non· hierarchical society became collectively : 
labeled as "Autonomen ." Over time the autonomists:';;' 
ideas and tactics also migrated throughout the reunited post~. 
Iron' Curtain Europe. I personally have visited radical au~: 
tonomous social centers in England, Spain. Italy, Croatia:
Slovenia. and the Czech Republic. 

Oppression, Militant Resistance, And the Originsofthe 
BlackBioc " .,' 

From the beginning the West German state did hot'take 
kindly to young Autonomen, whether they were occupying ' 
nuclear power plant building sites or uriused apartment build
ings. In the winter of 1980 the Berlin city govemment decided, 
to take a hardline against the thousands of young people' 
living in squ.ats throughout the city: they decided to \ 
criminalize. attack and evict them into the cold winter 
streets. This was a much more shocking and unusual, 
action in Germany than it would be in the U.S .. and 
created.much popular disgust and condemnation of the 
police and government. 

From December 1980 on there was an escalating cycle 
of mas~ arrests, street fighting, and new squatting in 
Berlin and throughout Germany. The Autonomen were 
not to be cowed, and responded to each eviction with 
several new building occupations . When squatters in the 
south German city of Freiburg were mass arrested , rallies 
and demonstrations supporting them and condemning the 
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Wendland ," an encampment of 5000 activi sls blocki ng the 
construction of the -Gorleben nuclear w'astc dump . Even 
formerly ardent' paci fists had been radic al ized by the 
experience of su s!ll ined. violent pol rce oppre ss io n 
against diverse squats and activi st occupation ~ . 

In response to violent state oppression rad ical activists 
devel oped the tactic 'of the Blnc k Bloc: they we nt to 
protests and marcheS \Aieat:ing black motorc ycle helmets 
and ski masks and dressing il1'uniform blac k clothing (or, 
for the most prepared, wearing padding 'and skcl-toed boots 
and bringing their own sh ields and trunclieons). In Black 
Bloc. autonomen and other rad icals could more effectively 
fend off police attacks, without being singled out as 
individuals for arrest and harassment later on. And, as 
everyone quickly figured out, having a massive group of 
people all dressed' the same with their faces covered not 
only helps in defending against the police , but also makes 
it easier for saboteurs to take the offensive against store
fronts, banks and any other material sy mbols and power 
centers of capitalism and the state. Masking up as a Black 
Bloc encouraged popular participation in public property 
destruction and violence against the state and capitalism. 
In this way the Black Bloc is a form of militance that 
mitigates the problemati c dichotomy between popularly 
executed non·violent civil disobedience and elite, secretive 
guerrilla terrorism and sabotage. 

Autonomen Black Bloc Accomplishments 
Black Blocs,Autonomen militance, and popular resistance 

to the police-state and the New World Order spread among 
European youth in the 1980s. 

Though Dutch radicals did not begin calling themselves 
. "Autonomen" until around 1986, earlier Dutch counterculture 
activists shared tactics, organizing structures and militancy with 
self-proclaimed autonomists. Holland's squatting movement 
really got started around 1968, and by 1981 more then 10,000 
houses and apartments were squatted in Amsterdam, and 
there were. around 15,000 squats in the rest of Holland. 
Squatted restaurants, bars, cafes, and information centers 
were commonplace, and the organized squatters (usually 
re'ferred to as "kraakers") had their own council to plan the 
movement's direction and their own news rad io station, 

Alt'houghsome Dutch autonomists rejected wearing ski 
masks while in Black Bloc, the movemb'it was no less 
militant. One book about the Dutch s quatters movement 
reports that "Ever sinc'e the beginning there had ' been a 
'black helinet brigade' which felt it had joined battle with 
municipal social deil1ocracY." . 

In Germany in 1986 mounting police attacks and 
attempted evictions against a complex of squatted 
houses rn Hamburg called the Haffenstrasse were met with 
the counter6ffensive of a1 0,000 person march surrounding 
at least 1500 people in a Black Bloc, carryiDg a huge banner 
thilt read, "Build ReVOlutionary Dual Power!" At the 
march's end, the Black Bloc was able 'to successfully 
engage in street fighting that put the police on the retreat. 
On the following day fires were set in l3department stores 
in Hamburg~~ causing nearly $1 0 ~ilIion in damage, 

That saIne yea l~ the disaster at the Cherno.byl nuclear 
power plant broug'ht new rriilitance to ' demonstration s 
against Ilu'dear p'ower plants und er construction in 
Germany, Once account of these anti-nuclear demonstrations 
reported , "In scenes resembling 'civil war,' helmeted, leather· 
clad troops of the anarchist Autonomen aimed with sling· 
shots, Molotov cocktails and flare gUlls ,clashed brutally 
with the police, who employed water cannons, helicopters 
and CS gas (offici'ally banned for use against civilians)." 

Over ten years before Seattle and the American WTO 
protests, the Autonomen mobilized a si'milar event with a 
greater number of resi'sters. In September of 1988, the 
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund met in 
Berlin. Autonomen used thi s meeting as a focal point for 
worldwide resistance to global corporate capitalism and 
government's destruction of grassroots autonomy and 
community. Thousands of acti vists from throughout 
Europe and the U.S . were mobilized, and 80,000 
protesters met the bankers (at least 30,000 more than in 

continued on next page ... 



S.::t~~~~~dt~:~~;v:~~~~:ered police and private PrI-S oners of"\"l Tar 
security at the event attempted to maintain order by V V ~ 
banning all demonstrations and brutally attacking any 
publiC assembly, but riots stilI ravaged fashionable upper 
class shopping areas (as was tradition). Anarchist Ecolo2ical Resistance 
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Pre-Seattle Black Blocs In the U.S.A. 
In November of 1999 the Black Bloc tactic seemed new 

to many Americans partly because the actions and ideas of 
the autonomist movement in Europe were mostly blacked 
out of the American media and have been barely written 
about at all in English. However, ignorance of the Black 
Bloc also stems from the fact that most Americans get news 
of domestic events from a corporate-cootrolled media that 
ignores any happenings that don't fit their view and 
pUfposes, and which represents every event that takes 
place as . singular s~ctacle disconnected from past and 
future, to be forgotten in a blur even when it is,only a few 
months old; . , 

Radicals in the U.S. have never been t6taIlyignorant of 
the actions and ideas of European autonomists, aoo tIK: 
development of the punk rock subculture in' the U.S . 
throughout the 1980s in many ways mirrored that of the 
autonomists. By the beginning of the 1990's anarchists and 
other radicals in the U.S. were masking up at marches and 
protests to build solidarity and create anonymity for militants. 

When the Gulf War was going one protest in the streets 
of Washington D.C. included a Black Bloc that smashed in 
the windows of the World Bank building. That same year 
on Columbus Day in San Francisco a Black Bloc showed 
up to help show militant resistance to the continuing genocide 
of North American domination by Europeans. PersonalIy, the 
largest Black Bloc that I've ever seen was at the MilIions 
March For Mumia in Philadelphia inApril of 1999. I'd say 
there were at least 500 dressed in Black, masked up, and 
carrying banners such as "Vegans For Mumia." Though 
there was no street fighting and no particularly noticeable 
property destruction, some kids did manage to get into a 
parking garage along the march route, climb to the roof 
and wave the black flag . 

The Global Future of the Black Mask 
The symbol of the black-masked autonomist militant has 

spread to the third world as well. As the North American 
Free Trade Agreement 's destructive neo-liberalalizing 
economic policies took effect on January 1st, 1994, a 
guerilla uprising took place in Chiapas, a state in southern 
Mexico. The uprising sought to create space for the 
development of autonomous social organization among 
downtrodden Mayan indigenous peoples. The armed wing 
of this struggle for community autonomy and direct 
democracy without coercion or hierarchy has been and 
continues to be the Zapatistas, men and women who wear 
black balaclavas (similar to ski masks) whenever they · 
appear in public. Many autonomists and anarchists have 
visited and tried to help them in their struggles with 
knowledge, money, materials and by building international 

· awareness and solidarity. of the situation inChiapas, 
Back in Germany, the Autonomen are seeing dark days. ' 

It is said that in the past squatters held at least 165 large, 
five-story apartment buildings in eastern Berlin, but by late 

.. 1997 only three remained. Legalizing some squats while 
brutally evicting othets has beencin effC(;tive policy for the . ' 

' wlice stale. Many people living inlegalizcdsquatsai'e 
unwilling 10 rock the boat by encouraging or ex."essmg 
solidarity with militant tactics practiced by other sqUauers; · ' 
and this marginalization makes it easierfQl' the squatters to 
lose out in ~treet~fighting asainst an increasingly mililarized, 
police force.· " . . . , 

· Rumor has it that many militants in.areas of nOrthern ' 
Europe where the BlackBIOc was. a conimon demonstration • 
tactic have' increasingly given iiup, as it bas ~ to serve 
its purpose. The'fon:es ·of state repressio.n have caught on; 

· and use ever greater technological,legaJ.and physical force ' 
to observe, isolate, pursue and targenhose involved in Black 
Blocs. A similar process is taking place in the U.S., with a 
resurgence ofCOINfELPRO-style tactics aimed at radicals 
who oppose the global capitalist-statist American empire. 

Whether the Blac.k Bloc continues as a tactic or is 
abandoned, it certainly has served its purpose. In certain 
places and times the Black Bloc effectively empowered 
people to take action in collective solidarity against the 
violence of state and capitalism. It is important that we 
neither cling to it nostalgically as an outdated ritual or 
tradition, nor reject it wholesale because it sometimes 
seems inappropriate. Rather we should continue working 
pragmatically to fulfill our individual needs and desires 
through various tactics and objectives, as they are 
appropriate at the specific moment. Masking up in 
Black Bloc has its time and place, as do other tactics which 
conflict with it. 
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James "RIo" JoImson, .'8952263, . SRCI,. m Stanton Admin Max Unit, Fort Worth, TX 76127. Serving 27 
Street, Ontario, OR 97914 . years for robbing a bank and then setting the money on 
Harold . 3992,..,Nort!lwesl Correctional Ire while reading out . a statement denouncing greed, 
Comple • RoUte l~Box 66o;DptOOvilJe. TN 38079;'ScI:l- capitalism and the dcstructionof t enViron~nt. 
tenced to·fife plus-50years-fur tmrobber.y..oh~eJqS, ,Let Jl1MJbt, BX1748 HMP Pf;rry Road, Sherwood, 
killing a ~!ice infonner who had ~urdered his partner and Nottingham, N'65-'3AC:fOi{, I mprisoned for criminal 
a s~g iDcidentin Ohio. & was Iii~ gwerrah-extIrl2 .dama§~ 'to quarryin8~~men' .at :~ N.i~f Ladies 

~~:oL::::~=~:r61, Trenton, NJ08625. ' quafl'Y. .', ',', .. :'. " , 

Black liberation activist and anarchist. Jailed in 1975 for ,·Animal i'berati~D .. ',' .. .. '. . ' , 
expropriation, paroled in 1980 but re-arrestedin J 982 for Charlotte' LeWis. GN4092. HMP }JoDoway, P8rkhurst 
an armed attack on a drug dealer. Sentenced to 20-40 , . 

Rd, London, N70NU,UK: Servin.· .. g six monthS fOt sending 
years. Held in the Trenton Management Control Unit, 
where political prisoners are isolated by the auth~rities hate mail tOfluntipgton Life Sci~ employees. 
in an auempt to stop the spread of radical idea~ . Mel Broughton,pJ8216. HMPThe MouJll, MQlyneaux 
Shaka N' Zinga sin Arthur Wiggins # 196612, POB 534 Avenue, Bovingdon, HemeI Hem~tead, HP3 ONZ, UK. 
(MHC-X), Jessup, MD 20794. . Serving ,4 yelirs'for conspiracy to causee;tplosions. 

Mark BamsleyWA2897~ HMPWakefield, 5 Love Lane, Barry Ho~e, :VC214 L H!v1P Beh;narsh, Western Way, 
Wakefield, WF29AG. UK. Attacked when out with his Thamesmead,London SE28 OEB,UK. Servmg:18 years 
family by a gang of drunkenstudeQts; he has been fitted for variousanti-viyisection arsons and attempted arsons. 
up for attacking them. Mark haS beenIJ.m of the anarchist Mark Kulsdom,Blegdamfejens Faengsel, Blegdamsvej 

, . . 6, 2200 Copenhagen N, Denmark. Dutch ALF· actl'vl'st 
movem¢nt for years. He is refusing to cWmifguilt therefore . 
parole is being refused. I . ,. ' serVingiOmortths for releasing 8,000 mink from a fur 

I . farm in Denmatk. . 
Thomas Meyer-Falk, JVA Brusctl:al, ielIIe 3 i 17, R b ·' t M· I ' , ' BI d f ' F I 

. . 0 er ' 0 enaar, eg am eJens , aen gse , 
Schonbornstr. 32, 76646, Bruschal, Germ~ny , 
Nikos Maziotis c/o Daphne VaganoJ" OZ<),rrz; )0689, Blegdamsvej 6.2200 Copenhagen N, Den mar\<. Dutch 

ALF activist serving 1 0. months for releasing 8,000 mink 
Athene~, Greece. Serving 15 years for~mbing the GI;Uk , from a fUf farm in Denmark 
Ministry of Industry in solidarity with th~ r~sjdents of 
Strymopikos Bay who were opposed II? tneattemptS by , G~rt Waegemans, Begij~estraat 42 2000 Antwerp, 
TVX-GoJd to build afactory :there. .. ·1 :." ' Belgium.Charged.with various arsons against the meat 

S 
. , ' . industrY a.nd McDonald's re~taurants . 

ilvano PelIisserO, Com; , Mastr61iertoj ~a' F~n:erlnoIl' 
n02, Sanponso •. 10080 Tori 0, ,italy. ,Se ing 6 1 eai-s 8 
monthS' for allegedly sabotaging a ran 'line' dOilstruCtion 
site in the Nqrtbem Italian A1p~; He can re~ Spaiiish, 
French lllid ~ but.not ~ gU~. . . 

I ." ' 

Antifascist ' 
Pavel Kroupa - 4.3.1977, Veznice Vazba, StrazPod 
RaJskem, 4711:1. Recently jailed and charged with murder. 
Pavel was attacked by 5 fascist skinheads. He defended him
self and consequently one fascist died. If found guilty he 
could face life in prison. Send support to: Benefit Support 
-Ivana Vranova, Bohunicka 19,60000 Bmo 
Tomlm Wllkoszewski -Zaktad Kamy,U1.Ciupagi 1,03-016 
Warsaw, Poland. Sentenced to 15 years for the death of a 
fascist, killed during a confrontation 

NONE OF US ARE FREE 
UNTIL WE ARE ALL FREE 
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Contacts .. 
North American Earth Liberation Prisoners 
Support Network; POB 11331, Eugene, OR 97440. 
naelpsn@yahoo.com; www.spiritoffreedom.org.uk 
Produces the bi-monthly zine, Spirit of Freedom. 
Anarchist Prisoners Legal Aid Network 
(APLAN) 
818 SW 3rd Avenue, PMB #354, Portland, OR 97204 

aplan@tao.ca 

Late Spring 2001 



• 
the recent stri ng o f arson s by the Earth 
Liberat ion From , a pass ionate and moving 

Passiollate and Dangerous 

eVlews essay by Derric k Jensen (taken f rom his 
latest boo k, A Lang uage Olde r Than 
Words), as well as some reprin ts from Green 
Anarchy, The Black-Clad Messenger, and 

T I is excellent col\ c<.;tio n o f interv iews foc uses 011 

"anarch is ts and anti -authori ta rians " in M id w es tern 
Americo., including Chicago S t. Louis, Detroit, Tennessee, 
Columbia, Bloomington IN, and at least one LlnirJ c: ntified 
autonomous zone. The emphasis he re i~ on practical 
projects, which I for one find quite refresh ing . quick Iis l 
of the projects reve al s what's at work here -- free radio, 
cooperative housing, underground bakeries. publishers, 

women's health, black queer anarchist acti vism , food not 
bombs , and so on. The interviews are long enough to get a 
sense of Lhe different people, their history, and what they're 
about. The questions and answers are deta il ed enough to 
provide welcome practical information on these matte rs . I 
got this zine in Portland at the Q Is For Choir store in Southeast, 
and 1 also bought Killing King Abacus at the same ti me . They 
complement each other nicely - KKA is more theoretical, 

whereas this zine is about matters of everyday li fe. Marry 
of the interviews are with housing collectives, and 

publishers and radical ecologists are also represented 
more than once. For people who think anarchists only 
live and play in (insert cliched city here)\ this collection is 
a refreshing reminder that we are everywhere. 

Zines 
Do or Die: Voices f rom the Ecological Resistance Iss. 9. 

Wow' The long awaited (since summer 1999) issue of 
the best eco-anarchist zine out there has finally made i[ to 
the states. Although not as compelling as the last issue , Do 
or Die has once again produced an amazing publication 
thaL resembles a boo k more than an annual zinc. Tight layout. 
critical analysis, humor, reviews, refiection ... aIl tht things that 
American EF? is lacking' 

The coverage of P rague , worldwide resistance to bio
technology, May Day, the controver~ ial article "G ive 
up Activism," and its postscript is excellent. There are 
informative profiles 011 French bank robber Jacques 
Mesrine, Black anarchist Lorenzo Komboa Ervin, and anti

terrorism bills throughout the world. It isso nice to see self 
criticism that is not mere personal auacks in articles about 
May Day entitled "May Day: Guerrilla? Gardening?", 
"Reflections on Biocentrism" by a roving EF!er, and "Lessons 
from Smash Genetics". Unfortunately, Do or Die's coverage 
of Seattle is pretty lame. It ,seems that they believed the 
propaganda put out by the rRuckus Society and the Direct 

Action Network about everyone working together nicely. Thus, 
it really failed to voice any anarchist voices about the "battle 
in Seattle." Nonetheless, this zine is necessary reading for 
the American green anarchist community. Contact Do or Die, 
clo Prior House, 6 Tilbury Place, Brighton, BN2 2 GY, UK. 
doordtp@yahoo.co.uk; www.eco-action.org/dod. $10 for 
a 476 week deliveryl $15 for faster. DO,not send US checks 
ormoney orders but send well concealed ca~h or UK blank 
money orders. 

TI~e Defiant - frisoners in the Global Resistance 
Edited by Rob Los Ricos and APLAN 

There is not a group in the US doing more for imprisoned 
anarchists than APLAN, the Anarchist Prisoner Legal Aid 

Network, so when! heard they wyre qoinga zine of prison~r 
writings, I was excited. This zine 'is excellent. Besides 
transcending the purik rbck tayout style 'Of many anarchist 
zines, the content is insightful and written by prisoners. 
Articles by Ali Khalid Abdullah o~ anarchists and prison, 
Rob "Los Ricos" Thaxton entitled "Red, White and Blue 

Fascism" on rape in prison, and Greek anarchist Nikos 
Maziotis's "plea" to the court are the standouts of, this 
collection. Additionally, there is a compiehensivelist'ing 
of all sorts of prisoners as well as profiles on individuals 
such as UK anarchist Mark Barnsly, Chris Flummer, Ojure 
L\ltalo and Harold Thompson. This is a must read, and I 
fully support APLAN and their work. Send at least $3 to 
APLAN, 8 J 8 SW 3rd Avenue, PMB #354, Portland, OR 
97204, aplan@tao.ca 

Bring the War Home, VoL 1: Forgotten Heroes 
This refreshing zine focuses on two underground guerrilla 

groups from the 1970s who waged war on the US government: 
the Black Liberation Army and the Weather Underground. I 
found it educational, especially the parts on ho~ th~se 
groups were caught and decimated. Anarchists should most 
definitely read radical history and not repeat the san'le 
mistakes that these groups and others made during the 
turbulent periods of the last 30 years. Additionally there is 
much 'inspiration to be culled from this zine in relation to 
the daring actions committed by both groups. There is also 
a section about prisoners from these groups that are still 
being held by the state and are in need of sup port. Hopefully 
future volumes will be released soon. My suggestions for 
groups to focus on: the George Jackson Brigade, the United 
Freedom Front and the Angry Brigade. Available for $1 or 
three stamps from POB 11331, Eugene, OR 97440. 

Spirit of Freedom April/May 2001 
Subtitled "the newsletter of the Earth Liberation Prisoners 

Support Network," this zine focuses on prisoners imprisoned 
for Earth and animal liberation. This issue has sections on 
the new "Hate Crime" legislation in the Northwest, active 
grand juries, poetry by prisoners, FBI harassment, and 
individuals facingjail time because of ELF actions in Indiana 
and New York. Free to prisoners/two stamps for anyone else 
from NAELPSN, POB 11331, Eugene, OR 97440. 

Species Traitor #1 Winter 2001 
Species Traitor is a promising new eco-anarchist paper 

produced by the Pennsylvania-based Coalition Against 
Civilization. Issue #1 features several short but powerful 
rants against civilizati<?ll by Kevin Tucker, a poem celebrating 

Green Antucliy #5 

Feral: A Journal Towards Wildness. Species 
Traitor is one more reminder that conventional 
leftist anarchism is rapidly disappearing, and 

that resistance to civilization itself is coming to the forefront 
of anarchist ideas and practice. Highly recommended. Send 
$2 to Coalition AgainstCivilizatioll, POB 835, Greensburg, PA 
1560 l. 

Willflll Disobedience # 7 MarchlApril200J 
WilUit! Disobedience (for tho~e of you who haven ' t seen 

it yet) is one of the mostimportant and inpll igent anarchi st 

papers being publ is hed in North America and should 
definitely be checked out by anyone interes ted in what 
a growing number of anarchists in this country are thinking, 

particularly with regard to the need for more insurrectional 
forms of resistance to civilization and its mechanisms of 
control. Some of the more outstanding articles in this issue 
include "The EZLN is NotAnarchist," "I Dream In Colors," 
"The World Social Farce," and the latest installment of one 

o i'this papers regular columns, "Against The Logic Of 
Submission," which in this issue focuses on Realism. We 
think so highly of this paper that we've decided to reprint 

several articles from it in this issue of GA because the 
perspective offered in Willful Disobedience has much to 

con1.J.ibute to the anarchist milieu and needs to reach a wider 
audience. We strongly r~commend that you order a sample 
copy of this paper (either from us or from the address listed 
below) or better yet, subscribe fo r five dollars a year. Sample 
issues are available for two dollars and can be ordered from 
PO Box 11331, Eugene, OR 97440, or Venomous Butterfly 
Publications, 41 SuUcr St., Suite 1661, San Francisco, CA 941 04. 

Anarchy: AJournal OjDesireAnlled #51/Spring- S ummer 200 I 
We're rapidly running out of space, but we wanted to try 

to squeeze in a quick review of the new Anarchy, as this 
issues focus is "Primitivism: Pro and Con". This is a 

discussion that is long overdue in the radical press, and 

we suspect that this issue will generate lots of controversy 
and debate. Anarchy is pretty easy to aquire at just about 
any anarchist infoshop or large corporate bookstore, but 
you can also order a copy directly from CAL Press, POB 
1446, Columbia, MO 65205-1446. 

Weed Lover Issuse #5 
This awesome local zine focuses on the world of 

permaculture and other methods of radical sustainability. 
Like all issues, this one has timely information on what to 
plant where and when. It's focus is on the bioregions of the 
Northwest, but has lots of important information for urban 
and rural gardeners everywhere. You can get this issue, back 
issues, and a whole catalog of great booklets and pamphlets 
such as Beneath The Concrete: A D.l.Y. Farming Zine, 
Guerilla Gray water, and Urban Permaculture from the Dirt 
Church Distribution, 165 N. Grand St. Eugene, OR 97402. 

This Is What Democracy Looks Like 
Another amazing pamphlet from Venomous Butterfly 

Publications. We've already reviewed this pamphlet in a 
previous issue of GA but we feel it's such an important 
tract that it needs to be plugged again. This pamphlet dissects 
the hi~torical origins of "democracy" as a form of social 
organization and exposes it's true oppressive, fascist nature. 
It's vitally important for anarchists who are involved in the 
anti-globalization movement to recognize that any "alliances" 
they are forming with the larger liberal community are 
temporary alliances of convenience and will more than 
likely not survive any real revolutionary uprising (at which 
point most of our liberal "allies" will sell us down the river). 

As usual, the publisher went into debt to produce t11is. 
Copies are $4 postpaid from POB 63232, St. Louis, MO 

63163; ten copies are $25. Check it out. 

Against Sleep And Nightmare # 6 
Against Sleep And Nightmare de~Cfibes itself as "part of a 
debate or strategy among a very small group of revolutionaries. 
Within this milieu, there are those who call themsel ves "ultra
leftist," "council communists," "autonomist," "situationist
influenced," "class war anarchist," or "left communist." 
Despite some big.words, ASAN is meant to bea simple-as
possible overview of how our side fares in the class war." I 
would personally describe ASAN as one,of the most unique 
and intelligent anti-authoritarian papers being published 
today. Coming from an anti-state communist perspective 
(with a solid grounding in situationist theory), this paper 
dissects everything from mainstream media to government 
bureaucracy with a razor sharp critical, scalpel. I've been 
blown away by the sheer brilliance of this paper foryears, 

and my only complaint is that i~ cOlTles out so infrequently. 
Fortunately, all five back are still ,available from 
www. webcom comlmaxang. Check the web site for current 
mailing address. This is a phenomenal zine and we strongly 
urge you to check it out. 

The Match! Number 96 Winter 2000-2001 
The Match! used to be a fairly reliable source of anti

authoritarian humor, but in recent years publisher Fred 
Woodworth has gotten increasingly paranoid and reactionary 
and the cutting, biting wit that I used to appreciate about this 
paper is a\1 but gone. AestheticaJly, this paper is stiJl im
pressive, and it's to Fred Woodworth's credit that he 
continues to use his old 19th-century printing press to 
put it out. However, the conservative nature of 
Woodworth's particular brand of anarchism is totally 
exposed in this latest issue, as well as in the disgraceful post
WTO issue (number 95). As an anarchist named Karen wrote 
in a letter printed in this issue, "I don't mind that you have 
a critique of the eventsin Seattle. I do think, however, that 
a logical argument would be more effective than a lot of 
assumptions and questionable analogies. It isn't your place 
to proclaim that some other anarchist isn 't.really an anarchist 
just because you don't agree with one of their tactics, or 
opinions. Your alienating a lot of anarchists this way, and if 
you keep doing it, you just might me the only "real" anarchist 
left, and this rest of us "fake" anarchists will continue working 
toward our dreams for a better way ofliving," Well, this pretty 
much sums up our perspective on the Match! these days. 
Now that subscriptions are free to everyone (and not just 
prisoners) it might be worth subscribing to, for the occa
sional chuckle it may provide, but basicaJly, this paper has 
gone way downhill and should probably be avoided. 

Live Wild Or Die (LWOD) ??? 
Stil.1 waiting for this one. The "comitted crew" said "any

time now" about a year ago. Readers will remember the 
controversial "Eco-Fucker.Hit Lis!" prominently featured 
in FBI files. At one paint this zine kicked serious ass, 
making theEF! JQl!mal pretty, il~1evant. Only time will 
tell whethefthis once excllent zine-will ever come out again. 

For now, ~ontact the "editors" <y1dgive them shit. 
POB 580444, Mpls, MN 55458. g-spoJ@tao.ca. 

Music 

As the quintessential UK Anarcho-Crust band, The 
Amebix, so eloquently put it in one of their songs, "There 
is a Traitor in our Midst and When We Arise We Will Be 
Betrayed." As anarchists we are most explicitly NOT fighting 
for more "democracy," We are fighting for complete, 
unadulterated freedom and individual self-determination, and 
this is what separates us from the reformist majority who 
comprise the bulk of the international anti-globalization 
movement. For our own survival as a movement, we need 
to be clear about what we want and who we can trust. This 
phenomenal pamphlet can be ordered from Venomous 
Butterfly Publications (see address above). In addi,tion to 
this pamphlet, we also recommend VBP's Tf!ward The 

Creative Nothing, a short collection of rants and Roems \ ' Resistaf¢ E xists ,rKwm,gftl" $7 Triba!WatRecords, 1951 
by the late Italian illegalist, nihilist, pagan anarchistR~o W. Burnside #1936, F.ortIand OR 97206. Another great 
Novatore, and The Undesirables, an analysis ofrl?Phnology . relea seirom what some Say are onebf the most influential 
and the class .struggle from aninsUITeCtioru~qJ(m;~ve: -aoircho-peace l'unkban~ sti ll around today. This Southern 
Both of which c an b e;: o rdered frGm Ii . pre\'l.~u~y €alifcmiaband niixes-t p wiIb songs ot revo!ution, protest, 
mentioned addresse __ r-~e.acl1. . '~~IS, erol~. 8J1d much more. 
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Pamphlets 
Abolition or Work & Primitive Affluence $1 
Bob Black 
Angry Brigade: Documents and Chronology $1 
Elephant Editions 
Against Technology-a short pamphlet 50 cents 
John Zerzan 
Anarchists Are Going To Eat Your Children $1 
Myths, Misinformation, and Misunderstanding about 
anarchism and the Eugene community by Mayhap. 
Anarchist Survival Guide For Understanding Gestapo 
Swine Interrogation Mind Games $1 . 
Harold Thompson 
Stay free by shutting the fuck up! 
The Animal Liberation Front Primer $1 
Anti-Mass: Methods Of Organization For Collectives 
50 cents 
Armed Joy $1 
Alfredo Bonanno 
A Brief History Of The New Afrikan Prison Struggle 
Sundiata Acoli $1 
Bring The War Home: vol. I Forgotten Heroes; the Black 
Liberation Army and the Weather Underground. $1 
Chaos $1 
Hakim Bey 
The Continuing Appeal Of Nationalism 75 cents 
I:redy Perlman 
Enemy Of The State: An Interview With John Zerzan by 
Derrick Jensen 50 cents 
From Riot To Insurrection $1 
Alfredo Bonanno 
Fuck the System: $2 fund raiser for legal fees 
Political writings by/about political prisoners Free and 
Critter 
Grand Juries: Tools Of Political Repression 50 cents 
Craig Rosebraugh 
Green Anarchism: Origins And Influences $1 
Green Anarchist Magazine 
Guerrilla Warfare: A Method 50 cents 
Che Guevara 
Fuck You Bearden $2 
Jailhouse Writings And Rants From Political Prisoner Rob 
Los Ricos . 
Future Primitive $1 
John Zerzan 
Taken from the book by the same name, this essay presents 
a scathing critique of civilization and technology. 
Handbook For Volunteers or The Irish RepUblican 
Army: Notes On Guerrilla Warfare $1 .50 
ThelRA 
Hands Up! $1 
Compiled By Cananero 
A booklet containing info about the four anarchists arrested 
in Italy for an armed bank robbery. 
If an Agent Knocks 25 cents 
All you need to know about visits by the feds 
Industrial Society & It's Future: The Unabomber's 
Manifesto $1 .50 
Lessons Of Easter Island $1 
Clive Ponting 
Taken from his book "A Green History of the World". This 
essay traces a history of genocide and ecological devastation 
on this continent beginning with the anival of Columbus. 
Memories Of Freedom $2 
Western Wildlife Uriit OfThe ALF 
An excellent introduction to the ALF and its direct action 
campaign of the early 90's. Contains the story of Rod 
Coronado's activities and capture. 
Nighttime Gardener: A guide to finding, and getting rid 
of GE crops $1 
The Neo-Luddites & Lessons From The Luddites $2 
Kirkpatrick Sale . 
Two essays reprinted from his book "Rebels Against The 
Future". A very convincing condemnation of industrial 
civilization. 
The Period Conspiracy 50 cents' 
Who's Out To Hurt You-And How. (Or, Before You Buy 
Tampons, Read This) 
A Primitivist Primer 50 cents 
John Moore 
An interesting and very accessible introduction to the 
movement against civilization. 
Primitivist Critique of Civilization $1 
Richard Heinberg 
Prison Abolition 50 cents 
Yves Bourque 

nan arch @tao.ca 
Rants: Essays and Polemics $1 
Feral Faun 
Rants and essays against all Of authority and domestica
tion . 
Revolutionary Solidarity 50 cents 
Aldo Perego, Alfredo Bonanno, Massimo Passamani, 
Pierleone Porcu 
A compilation of essays about the necessity of revolutionary 
solidarity from an insurrectionist perspective. 
Rob The Rich! $2 fundraiser 
Jailhouse writings of political prisoner Robert Thaxton 
A.KA Rob Los Ricos. 
Society Against The State $1 
Pierre Clastres 
An analysis of the anti-authoritarian nature of many indigenous 
peoples by this French anarchist and anthropologist. 
Stopping The Industrial Hydra: Revolution Against The 
Megamachine $1 
George Bradford 
The ecological disasters perpetuated by industrial capitalism 
are not just isolated incidents that can be prevented through 
workers' self-management: they are the inevitable consequences 
of technological civilization. 
Survival Without Rent $1 
The ABC's of squatting 
The Truth About The Bonnot Gang 50 cents 
Ezra Brett Mell 
We All Live In Bhopal 50 cents 
David Watson 
In the technological society, we are all subjected to 
poisonous chemicals and contaminations. 
Women In Prison: Who We Are 50 cents 
Assata Shakur 

Venomous Butterfly Publications 
Venomous Butterfly publications is a project aimed at making 
writings available which express an insurrectionary anarchist 
perspective in the form of pamphlets and zines. 
All titles are $1.50 except for #11 which is $2 

I) Choosing To Serve: Anarchy Against Democracy 
2) Futurist Attack 
3) Without Asking Permission 
4) Where Do We Meet Face To Face? 
5) Dreams Of Insurrection 
6) A Strange And Outcast Poet: The Life And Writings 

Of Renzo Novatore 
7) A Mind Of One's Own 
8) Flower Of Hann #1 
9) Flower Of Harm #2 
10) This Is What Democracy Looks Like 
II) Towards The Creative Nothing- Renzo Novatore 
12) The Undesirables 

Zines 
Black Clad Messenger. Current Two-year runningjoumal 
of anti-authoritarian primitivism. $2 each 
Break The Chains. Current Newsletter for prisoners about 
state repression/terrorism in the Northwest. Free to 
prisoners. Anyone else can send a couple of stamps. 
Disorderly Conduct #1-3. An insurrectionary green 
anarchist quarterly, brought to you by the "Bring On 
The Ruckus" Society. $2 
Mayhap- current issue available. $1.50 each. 
Spirit Of Freedom- the newsletter of the North American 
Earth Liberation Prisoners Support Network. Two 34 cent 
stamps 
Green Anarchist-Issues 57/58, 59 available. $2 each 
Old-school British anarcho-primitivist magazine. 
Harbinger- Current Issue Available. 55 cents stamp 
Insightful zine put out by CrimethINC. 
Weed Lover #1-4 available. $2 each 
Willful Disobedience- Current and back issues available 
(#1-7) $1.50each 

Books 
Against Civilization $9 
ed. John Zerzan 
An awesome collection of essays and articles critiquing 
the plague of civilization. 
Against His-story, Against Leviathan $8 
Fredy Perlman 
A history of civilization and the resistance to it. 
Anarchist Farm $10 
Jane D.oe . 
The Anarchist version of Animal Farm 
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Anarchy After Leftism $7 
Bob Black 
"Anarchy will not be until the last Leftist is hung by the 
guts of th e last Social Ecologist." - From the preface 

Beyond Bookchin $8 
George Bradford A critique of social ecology from this 
luddite activis t and long-time contributor to the Fifth 
Estate magazine. 
Elements Of Refusal $14 . 
John Zerzan 
Zerzan's extensive research attempts to trace the roots of 
domination. From time, agriculture, language, and so on 
to the various other forms of social control to domesticate 
and dominate all life. 
Last Days of Christ the Vampire $10 
The excellent fictional book exposing the vampire cult of 
the Christian church 
The Nihilist Princess $12 
Louis M. Gagenuer 

Videos 
Breaking the Spell: Anarchy, Eugene and the WTO 
The most accurate and inspiring documentary of the 
N30 protests in Seattle. $10 

* We also have green and black star pins for $2 each. * 

Orderina: Information: 
Send checks or postal money orders made out to "Green 

Anarchy" or send weJl-concealed cash to the above address. 
Write "Attention: Distro" on envelope. Postage price is 
included in the price of the zine or book. Do not send 
coins! If you want flat copies suitable for your distro, just 
tell us and we'll send those. We also need payment before 
we send out any zines since we have to pay for our copy 
costs. 

I want to distribute Green Anarchy! 
OK, it's simple. The rates are as follows : 
4-49 issues : send $1.20 per issue 
50 issues or more: send $1 per issue 
Sell the zine for $2 and keep the remainder for yourself or 
your collective! 
Contact us via email if you have any other questions or 
need large amounts of copies. 

Contacts: 
North American Earth Liberation Front Press 
Office; Craig Rosebraugh, Leslie Pickering. POB 4783, 
Portland, OR 97208. (503)478-0902; elfpress@tao.ca 

www.earthliberationfront.com 

North American Animal Liberation Front 
Press Office; David Barabarash; (250) 703-631; 

mialfpo@tao.ca; www.animalliberation.net 

GenetixAlert Press Office; Denny Henke (901) 438-9907; 
genetixalert@tao.ca; www.tao.ca!-banlgapo.html 

The Shamrock House 
Infoshop & Community Space 

Support Eugelle's newest anarchist 
space! Coming through Eugene? Stop 
by! We're open Tuesday through 
Thursday from noon till five, and Friday 
and Saturday from two till seven. Or , if . 
you want to send us new or used. 
books, literature, info, or financial 
donations', contact us: 

The Shamrock House 
1080 W. 3rd Ave 

Eugene, OR 97402. 
Call us at (541) 242-0943. 
email: shamrock@efn.org. 
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Green Anarchy 
PO Box 11331 
Eugene, OR 97440 
greenanarchy@tao.ca 

That.s right, it's time 
to break out from your 
mrager exRence and this 
issue of Green Anarchy 
has plenty of ideas on 
how one might do so. 
The countdown to eco
armageddon has begun 
folks, and we need to 
start lighting back with 
every tool atoor disposal. 
As anti-authoritarians, 
we define our own 
struggle and decide for 
ounelves what sort of 
tactics wiD be effective 
in the struggle to reclaim 
our Dves and the planet 
Invariably, our struggle 
wiD bring us into conDict 
with the state and its 
laws, as self-detennined 
activity is one of the 
main things the rulers 
of our society fear. 
Have fun! 


